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COMMANDANT OVERVIEWCOMMANDANT OVERVIEW

by   Commodore  A. Poulos GRC (N)

NNMMIIOOTTCC’’ss  MMIISSSSIIOONNNNMMIIOOTTCC’’ss  MMIISSSSIIOONN
TToo  ccoonndduucctt  tthhee  ccoommbbiinneedd  ttrraaiinniinngg  nneecceessssaarryy  ffoorr  NNAATTOO  ffoorrcceess  ttoo  bbeetttteerr    TToo  ccoonndduucctt  tthhee  ccoommbbiinneedd  ttrraaiinniinngg  nneecceessssaarryy  ffoorr  NNAATTOO  ffoorrcceess  ttoo  bbeetttteerr    

eexxeeccuuttee  ssuurrffaaccee,,  ssuubb--ssuurrffaaccee,,  aaeerriiaall  ssuurrvveeiillllaannccee,,  aanndd  ssppeecciiaall  ooppeerraattiioonnss  aaccttiivviittiieesseexxeeccuuttee  ssuurrffaaccee,,  ssuubb--ssuurrffaaccee,,  aaeerriiaall  ssuurrvveeiillllaannccee,,  aanndd  ssppeecciiaall  ooppeerraattiioonnss  aaccttiivviittiieess
iinn  ssuuppppoorrtt  ooff  MMaarriittiimmee  IInntteerrddiiccttiioonn  OOppeerraattiioonnss..iinn  ssuuppppoorrtt  ooff  MMaarriittiimmee  IInntteerrddiiccttiioonn  OOppeerraattiioonnss..

NNMMIIOOTTCC  CCoommmmaannddaanntt’’ss  VViissiioonnNNMMIIOOTTCC  CCoommmmaannddaanntt’’ss  VViissiioonn
EEnnhhaannccee  MMaarriittiimmee  SSeeccuurriittyy  tthhrroouugghh  MMIIOO  TTrraaiinniinngg  aanndd  rreemmaaiinn  tthhee  EEnnhhaannccee  MMaarriittiimmee  SSeeccuurriittyy  tthhrroouugghh  MMIIOO  TTrraaiinniinngg  aanndd  rreemmaaiinn  tthhee  

rreeccooggnniizzeedd  eexxppeerrtt  iinn  tthhee  ffiieelldd  ooff  MMIIOO..rreeccooggnniizzeedd  eexxppeerrtt  iinn  tthhee  ffiieelldd  ooff  MMIIOO..
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NNMMIIOOTTCC’’ss    RROOLLEESSNNMMIIOOTTCC’’ss    RROOLLEESS

**  IImmpprroovvee  AAlllliieedd  UUnniittss’’  MMIIOO  EExxppeerrttiissee**  IImmpprroovvee  AAlllliieedd  UUnniittss’’  MMIIOO  EExxppeerrttiissee

**  PPrroommoottee  SSkkiillllss,,  IInntteerrooppeerraabbiilliittyy  &&  CCoo--ooppeerraattiioonn  aammoonngg  NNaavvaall  UUnniittss  tthhrroouugghh**  PPrroommoottee  SSkkiillllss,,  IInntteerrooppeerraabbiilliittyy  &&  CCoo--ooppeerraattiioonn  aammoonngg  NNaavvaall  UUnniittss  tthhrroouugghh
sseeaa  ttrraaiinniinngg  &&  ssiimmuullaattiioonnsseeaa  ttrraaiinniinngg  &&  ssiimmuullaattiioonn

**  SSuuppppoorrtt  AACCTT    iinn  MMIIOO  TTaaccttiiccaall  DDooccttrriinneess,,  ttrraaiinniinngg  ddiirreeccttiivveess,,  RReesseeaarrcchh,,  MMoodd**  SSuuppppoorrtt  AACCTT    iinn  MMIIOO  TTaaccttiiccaall  DDooccttrriinneess,,  ttrraaiinniinngg  ddiirreeccttiivveess,,  RReesseeaarrcchh,,  MMoodd----
eelliinngg  &&  SSiimmuullaattiioonn  iinn  SSuuppppoorrtt  ooff  MMIIOO  ffoorr  tthhee  AAlllliiaanncceeeelliinngg  &&  SSiimmuullaattiioonn  iinn  SSuuppppoorrtt  ooff  MMIIOO  ffoorr  tthhee  AAlllliiaannccee

After almost three years of  NMIOTC’s opera-
tion since the inauguration of  the Center back in Octo-
ber 2008 and taking into account the rapid growth of
training activities and participation of  trainees from sev-
eral countries, it is my firm belief  that NATO and Part-
ner countries have recognized the invaluable worth of
NMIOTC’s efforts in MIO training. All of  them, now
more than ever have shared not only greater economic
and social ties, but also they face threats and security
challenges such as terrorism, proliferation, energy secu-
rity and piracy. Due to these challenges, but mainly due
to the increasing issue of  piracy the uniqueness of
NMIOTC has been acknowledged. One might easily

think that a MIO Center has limited width of  training
spectrum, but the reality is totally different. The spec-
trum of  training is indeed wide enough, ranging from
basic boarding operations training up to more compli-
cated levels of  opposed boarding, counter piracy and
WMD in MIO training. We should not of  course forget
NATO’s embargo operations or any other operation
that is linked to the implementation of  Maritime Inter-
diction Operations. From our perspective, Maritime In-
terdiction covers the Maritime involvement in a general
sense and constitutes the tool for transforming many of
the provisions of  Maritime Security Operations (MSO)
into tangible actions. 
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In the above image NMIOTC depicts where
Maritime Interdiction stands, in relation to Maritime Sit-
uational Awareness (MSA), MSO and how it is interre-
lated to Counter Terrorism, Counter Infrastructure
Protection (CIP), Weapons of  Mass Destruction
(WMD) Proliferation, Piracy, Embargo Ops and Law
Enforcement. These actions in the maritime environ-
ment are connected through similar actions that mod-
ern navies have to undertake when operating in the
theatre of  operations.  NMIOTC is in the position of
delivering training to different levels of  difficulty from
basic to advanced and sometimes reaching the areas of
specialized boarding operations. I am highly honored as
NMIOTC Commandant to be able to provide high qual-
ity training in NATO and partner countries that could
help enrich preparation before the real action occurs.
NMIOTC’s training is effective, efficient and affordable.
This is proven with the increase of  our students from
2009 into 2010, by 60 percent and we are expecting
training levels to be increased even more in 2011. Greece
as a framework nation covers all financial aspects of  the
Center ensuring that training delivered will maintain con-
tinuously its very high NATO standards. 

Accepting the challenge of  keeping the mo-
mentum already gained, NMIOTC personnel is dedi-
cated to providing high level standardized training. For
that reason all of  our capability and capacity is being
kept focused on this primary goal in order to become
competitive and in the first line of  the evolutions. 

Commodore Adrianos Poulos graduated from the
H.N. Naval Academy in July 1981 and was appointed as Nav-
igation Officer and XO to various types of  ships. He had the ho-
nour to Command, the Fast Patrol Boat HS KAVALOUDIS
(P-25 – Missile Patrol Boat) and the “S – Kortenaer” type
Frigate, HS AIGAION (F-460) and Commandant of  Hel-
lenic Gunboat Flotilla. Commodore’s main appointments include,
Operations Officer in the Frigates Command, Staff  Officer to the
Hellenic Navy General Staff  / A1 directorate as well as in Hel-
lenic Defense General Staff  in National Defense Planning, as
Head of  the Directorate and Commandant of  Flottilla Gun-
boats. His NATO experience includes a two year assignment to
the NATO / PfP cell in Mons, Belgium and also a two year tour
as DCOS for STRFORNATO in Naples. Since April 2011
Commodore Adrianos Poulos is the NMIOTC Commandant.

Besides his naval education, Commodore Adrianos Pou-
los has received a master’s degree in Operations Research from
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey California and he holds
a B.S. from the Economic University of  Athens. Additionally, he
has attended a number of  educational programs in military col-
leges, such as the Hellenic Naval Staff  and Command College, the
Hellenic Naval War College and the Hellenic National Defense
College. Commodore’s awards include the Cross of  the Order of
Honor, the Cross of  the Order of   Phoenix, the Medal of  Mil-
itary Merit B’ Class, the Navy Force Formation Command
Medal C’ Class and the Staff  Officer Service Commendation
Medal B’ Class. He is married with Constantina Stratigou, who
is an English Teacher in Primary Schools and he has three chil-
dren, one son and two daughters.
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V  I  P         V  I  P         

Visit of  Polish Operations Deputy Commander
7 December 2010

Visit of  US Military - Civil Affairs Security Training
(MCAST) Command in 12 January 2011. 

NMIOTC initiated a bilateral cooperation with US MCAST
in various training areas such as the augmentation of

specialized MIO instructors

NMIOTC hosted the 
INTSIM USER GROUP annual meeting,

25 – 27 January 2011

Visit of  US Destroyer Squadron 60 Commander 
19 October 2010

Visit of  Commander in Chief  of  the Polish Navy
19 January 2011

Visit of  French Defence Attache
18 January 2011
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V  I  S  I  T  S V  I  S  I  T  S 

6 April 2011  -  NMIOTC’s Change of  Command 
from Commodore A. Makris to Commodore A. Poulos 

with the presence of  the Chief  of  the Hellenic Navy 
Vice Admiral C. Elefsiniotis GRC (N) 

12 -14 April 2011 
Allied Command’s Transformation 

Advanced Distributed Learning Course 
NMIOTC’s Commandant exchanges crests with Mr. Gokay Sursal,

Head of  ACT’s ADL department. 

12 May 2011
Hosting MAREVAL WG 

(Maritime Evaluators Working Group) 

13 May 2011 
Visit of  US Coast Guard Operations 

Deputy Commander, Vice Admiral Salerno

18 May 2011
Visit of  the Swedish National Defense Academy 

21 May 2011
Visit of  Royal Navy CINCFLEET
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N  M  I  O  T  CN  M  I  O  T  C

Exercise “ALEXANDROUPOLIS” 
22 - 23 Nov 2010

Greek and Egyptian Navy Officers trained in MIO

.First Submarine’s Command Team to be trained in MIO.
Polish Submarine PLS BIELIK (3 Dec 2010)

prior to  their deployment to Operation Active Endeavor.

Maritime Operational Terminology Course 2010. 
Students from 07 NATO and PfP countries during their
boat trip tour to Souda Bay at the last day of  the classes. 

ACT’s Virtual Training Environment 
demonstration / evaluation in NMIOTC

“Boarder’s Ahoy” Serious Gaming
25 - 26 October 2010

Training of  the Romanian Ship ROS Ferdinand 
1 - 2 November 2010 

before deployment to Operation Active Endeavor

Training of  FPG Royal Marines 
in counter Piracy Practical scenarios

18 Jan 2011
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M A I N     E V E N T SM A I N     E V E N T S

Training of  FPG Royal Marines in Tactical Sweep Scenarios inside
NMIOTC’s training ship “Aris”.

NMIOTC’s instructor (in blue) is acting as a pirate and is in the process of
being arrested from the boarding team.  

NMIOTC’s instructors (inside the whaler) acting like pirates
during a practical counter piracy scenario with Royal Marines in
the middle of  Souda Bay. Training is so realistic that students
need to arrest and physically move the “pirates” to their ship.

Training of  the Specialized MIO Norwegian Boarding Team
coming from the Norwegian Maritime Warfare Center 

7 – 24 Feb 2011

Visit of  the Russian Delegation to NMIOTC (14 Mar 2011). 
NMIOTC Hellenic Navy Seal demonstrates and explains how counter piracy train-
ing is using the above shown real pirate skiff  in order to make training realistic and
in the sense of  mission rehearsal prior to ship’s deployment to the area of  operations.

Training of  the Bulgarian Ship’s DRAZKI boarding team 
on board training ship “Aris” executing tactical sweep techniques 

16 May 2011

Training the crew of  SNMCMG-2 ships prior to deployment
in the area of  Gulf  of  Aden. 

27 Jan until 3 Feb 2011
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NMIOTC’s training flow

A student is not necessary to follow all the path of the
training flow. Depending on the background of

trainees and their operational requirements, they may
be enrolled at any phase of the training flow. This pro-
vides the flexibility that makes NMIOTC an effective

NATO training installation.
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NMIOTC’s training is following ACT’s training
guidelines and principles. It is using the three key words
that ACT has implemented in the training concepts...

Effective 
Efficient and
Affordable
Training is effective by having modular struc-

ture, providing ad-hoc and on request - just in time train-
ing, executing specific training analysis for each target
audience, conducting adjustable training levels on a case
by case basis,  conducting tailored and customized train-
ing in accordance with operational needs and finally by
delivering a mission rehearsal training. 

It is efficient as it follows NATO standards, it
is being enriched with subject matter experts / special-
ized trainers/ experienced lecturers, by implementing
day and night training scenarios and finally by having
strong cooperations with other Institutions/Agencies
and the Academia. 

It is affordable primarily because it is at very
low cost, students pay only for incremental costs like
simunition and helicopter usage and finally because
NMIOTC has the ability of  deploying its Specialized
MIO Mobile Training Teams (MTT) to customer’s
premises upon request.
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Training ship “Aris” Fast Rope Tower and Container Stack

Auditorium Classrooms
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NMIOTC’s instructors (in blue) teaching counter
piracy techniques to a MIO boarding team. Training is
being executed with NMIOTC’s RHIBs in Souda Bay

area conducting realistic and mission reahearsal
scenarios

NMIOTC’s 
real “pirate skiff ” - whaler

where students executing parts of  
counter piracy training in the form of  a 

mission rehearsal exercise
prior to their deployment to the area of  operations.

Pictures from the recently installed CCTV system in
NMIOTC’s training ship “Aris”, where students actions
are being recorded and played back after training in post

evaluation training briefs. These pictures is the material col-
lected from 31 microcameras in hidden  places inside the

training ship

Recently, NMIOTC’s training support team installed
smoke, noise and sound generators inside training ship
“HS Aris” in order to make training more realistic and

effetive for the students creating a 
real world training environment
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NMIOTC’s counter piracy training is a mission oriented training program where the boarding team has the 
opportunity to test its own capabilities on scenarios that are being executed in Souda Bay. The Hellenic Navy

Seals - MIO Instructors, play force on force scenarios with the trainees in order to enhance the effectiveness of
the training and provide a real counter piracy operation environment. This training is the highlight in

NMIOTC’s training activities and events during the last year and is very well welcomed from students.

On the above images you can see moments from the
practical counter piracy training with the use of

NMIOTC’s real pirate skiff  and RHIBs.

A master mariner prepare molotov bombs on board
the merchant’s vessel outer bridge in order to counter
pirates during the sail of  Gulf  of  Aden area. Students
in NMIOTC’s counter piracy course are being taught
from material that is being received directly from the
areas of  operations. This photo is an indicative exam-

ple on how NMIOTC’s course is continuously 
updated iaw  the most recent evolutions. 
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Another important aspect in NMIOTC’s training is the counter proliferation of  weapons of  mass destruction in
the Maritime Interdiction Operations (WMD in MIO). Students have the ability of  acquiring WMD in MIO the-

ory from high level professionals and execute practical scenarios on board merchant vessels

WMD in MIO training extends in transformational ac-
tivities like experimentation and simulation. NMIOTC
along with Naval Postgraduate School’s Primary MIO

Investigator Dr. Alex Bordetsky and the Lawrence Liv-
ermoore National Lab, are executing highly specialized
experiments regarding WMD in MIO. In this experi-

ment the Hellenic Naval Academy, is present with Pro-
fessor I. Koukos, by providing the mini UAV helicopter

“Vellerofontis” as well as precious knowledge.

Last but not least, NMIOTC, by keeping its training 
updated and answering current operational needs, is
trying to incorporate Countering Improvised Explo-
sive Devices (C-IEDs) aspects in the training of  the
protection of  a boarding team, when onboard a mer-
chant vessel. For this reason the Center has initiated

cooperation with ACT’s CIED experts, along with the
experts from the Norwegian Navy Maritime Center.
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by Professor  D. Nausbaum and 
Lt JG I. Nellas GRC (N), MsC student

A. INTRODUCTION
In 2008, there was a dramatic increase in piracy inci-
dents. The international community was forced to act
immediately and decisively to secure the Sea Commons
in the Gulf  of  Aden by heavily deploying naval assets in
the area. In particular, more   than 30 countries  have
deployed naval forces to this region,  with the ultimate
objective of  fighting maritime terrorism, including
piracy in the Middle East. In 2009 the total number of
naval ships participating in anti-piracy efforts was
around thirty, all year long on a 24/7 mission [1]. 
A major component in all decision-making processes is
developing a cost estimate of  the funding required to
transform and implement a proposed concept. Even if
a concept promises highly positive benefits, the concept
will not be accepted for implementation if  the costs to
implement it are unaffordable.
According to system engineering theory, a necessary
condition for a project to achieve the optimal afford-
ability and to meet the budget standards, is for the whole
process to be monitored at every step, and at the levels
described below:
• Acquisition Cost: Research, design, prototypes, testing,
production and Construction,
• Operational Cost: Salary Cost, facilities maintenance
and repair, utilities, and energy consumption. 
• Product Distribution Cost: Shipping and Handling. 
• Software Cost: Development, operating, and mainte-
nance software. 
• Maintenance Cost:  Customer service, onsite person-
nel training, supply and reserves, test and support equip-
ment. 
• Training Cost: Operator and maintenance training. 
• Supply Support Cost: Spares, Inventory, and Material
Support. 
• Retirement and Disposal [2]. ”

The costs stated above, added together, are called the
Life Cycle Cost (LCC), and, since it constitutes the total
cost of  the project over its expected life cycle, it is al-
ways an integral part of  the Systems Engineering and
decision processes. Practically, the technical side is ad-

dressed before the economic aspects are [2]. This ap-
proach makes sense, since all costs, including invest-
ments and operating and support costs, depend on the
technical solutions that are examined in the Systems En-
gineering process and then implemented.
To estimate the LCC of  a large technological infra-
structure that utilizes assets that are not currently widely
operated includes many areas of  uncertainty, and no
claim of  exactness can be made.  Therefore, any LCC
estimate for the air monitoring system that is proposed
in this article can be, and will be, subject to, not just crit-
ical review, but criticism. However, the objective in this
article is to provide an economic “Rough-Order-of-
Magnitude”, or ROM, assessment of  the feasibility of
the whole air monitoring concept, thereby  allowing
comparison with the current economic cost of  deploy-
ing naval units in the area and laying the foundation for
further analysis. 
B. ECONOMIC COST OF NAVAL DE-
PLOYMENTS IN THE HORN OF AFRICA
Any effort to compute the precise economic cost of  the
naval deployments in the area inevitably will include area
level of  uncertainty, since there are always indirect costs
that cannot be accurately defined [1]. On the other hand,
a ROM  estimate of  the total economic cost is feasible.
We estimate the operating and support costs of  de-
ployed naval forces as follows:
• The average, estimated, deployment cost of  a
frigate size ship is $1.3 million per month.[3]
• The average number of  ships patrolling in the
area is thirty [1],
• Therefore, deployment operating and support
costs are estimated at $1.3*30M, which is approximately
$40M per month  [3]. 
A second approach to estimating  the cost of  fighting
piracy in this fashion is that in 2009 the EU spent ap-
proximately $450 million supporting operation Atalanta
(EUNAVFOR) [1].  In addition to these costs there  is
the cost originating from ships deployed by non-EU and
non-CENTCOM independent countries to tackle piracy
[1]. Therefore, there we know that at least 450 +90 =
$540M was spent in 2009, or approximately $45M per
month.  This estimate is consistent with the estimate of
$40M per month identified in the previous paragraph. 
The  cost of  the naval deployments discussed above

REGIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING: REGIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING: 
AIR BALLOON AIR BALLOON 

MONITORING SYSTEMS IN TACKLING PIRACY?MONITORING SYSTEMS IN TACKLING PIRACY?
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raises important questions. In particular, the monthly
total economic cost of  naval deployments fighting piracy
exceeds  0.5  $  billion dollars [3] . Another indirect cost
that should be included is the opportunity cost for the
contributing countries.  That is, each country that con-
tributes naval units for  patrolling in the area has other
options for deploying their assets in support of  their na-
tional interests.
The annual estimated costs in the $0.5B- $1.0B range
are high and raise the question of  long-term sustain-
ability.  In particular, many countries now contributing
forces most likely would not have the capacity to con-
tribute forces for a long period of  time.  This conclusion
is reinforced in light of  current economic conditions;
particularly the economic recession that is impacting a
great number of  countries.
C. ECONOMIC COST OF PROPOSED AIR
MONITORING SYSTEM
The development of  a detailed LCC Estimate (LCCE) is
a complex process, beyond the scope of  this article.
However, it is important to present what is called a
“Rough Order of  Magnitude (ROM), or a top-level cost
estimate of  the proposed air-monitoring infrastructure.
This can be an important step in understanding the fea-
sibility and the economic benefits of  adopting a capac-
ity building strategy that utilizes the discussed innovative
technological assets. 
A top-level Work Breakdown Structure for this LCCE

is
• Procurement costs and
• Operating and Support costs.

The procurement cost of  the balloons varies from $20
to $100 million, depending on the size and the set of
payload capabilities. [4]. Furthermore, an important
component of  these advanced technological assets is the
embedded sensor, for which a reasonable estimate is $20
million [4].
The operating and supporting cost is estimated to be in
the range of  hundreds of  dollars of  per hour [4]. For
the most demanding scenario of  a 24/7 operation for
365 days, an operating the cost of  $100/hour yields an
annual cost of  approximately $1M.  On the other hand,
for an operating cost of  $700/hour the total annual cost
is approximately $6 million per year [5]. 
However, apart from the stand alone economic analysis,
there is an imperative need to include an operational
component in this pursuit and, in particular the effi-
ciency in regards to maritime surveillance.
To evaluate the different options for performing mar-
itime surveillance, we have chosen two Measures of  Ef-
fectiveness (MOE):
• The cost to cover one square km
• The ratio between the cost to cover one square
km by naval units and the cost to cover one square km
by aerostats.
To use these MOEs, we note that aerostats with em-
bedded radar sensors as payloads can maintain an effec-
tive footprint of  150 nm radius, as opposed to radar
sensors carried by naval units that provide an effective
coverage that can potentially reach a surveillance circle
with a radius of  30 nm.  We use the MOEs to compare
the two methods of  surveillance and to determine
whether there is an economic advantage in introducing
this out-of-the-box approach as a countermeasure
against piracy.
From the discussion above on Operating and Support

costs, a conservative annual estimate is $6M/year.   Con-
sequently, the ratios discussed above are calculated as:
For an aerostat: $6 M / π * (150) ²= $85 / km² 
For a ship: $12 *1.3M/ π * (30) ²=$5520/ km² 
These figures indicate the value of  the economic bene-
fits in adopting a new, air balloon,  model to accomplish
maritime surveillance. The average annual operating and
support cost of  naval deployments exceeds $ 0.5 billion.
Moreover, we know from experience that the contem-
porary method of  addressing piracy, despite its high eco-
nomic cost, produces only moderate operational results,
as it has been statistically demonstrated over the last
years. In addition to the previously stated cost, the eco-
nomic cost from the ransom should be taken also into
account since the Somali pirates have collected an
amount, which exceeds $100 million since 2007, con-
sidering that the ship owner policy is supporting piracy
by paying ransom fees [1].

Tethered Airborne Radar System capable of  being used for
MIO operations. The whole structure is supported through
suspension and mooring lines that can anchor aerostats at

elevation of  up to 15,000 ft heights (Courtesy Department
of  the US Air Force – Tethered Aerostat Systems).
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D. CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes an alternative air monitoring sys-
tem to traditional deployments of  naval assets in order
to provide maritime surveillance in support of  an anti-
piracy, and it also demonstrates the comparative cost ad-
vantage of  this alternative.  However, the development
of  this economic approach inevitably included a large
number of  assumptions and uncertainties. 
As we said in the introduction of  this article, the dis-
tance between a concept and the final implementation
of  a concept is tremendous; however the cost benefits
from adopting an air monitoring system are clear, and
they argue for the continuation of  this research. Even a
partial adoption of  the described model would provide
significant economic benefits for all the players involved.
However, it is important to keep in mind that the de-
ployment of  an air monitoring system of  that magni-
tude is a long time commitment and the great challenge
for the international community is to increase the level
of  participation from regional institutions and countries.
Unfortunately, this prospect presents significant hazards
since the political situation in the majority of  these coun-
tries is very fragile, and a lot of  attention is required for
the regional players to be involved. 
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NATO Maritime Interdiction Operational
Training Center is one of  the few NATO both Educa-
tion and Training Facilities while at the same time it pro-
vides highly important transformational products to the
Alliance. The Center’s field of  view and work cycle have
grown quite much during the last couple of  years, specif-
ically through experimentation, research and simulation,
enabling the Alliance to dive into many specific aspects
of  Maritime Interdiction and Security. It is within this
context that the vision of  the transformation section of
the Center drove its efforts to the human performance
Academia research field, trying to enrich its curriculum
with items dealing with Boarding Teams Performance
Optimization (BTPO). As a matter of  fact, NMIOTC
had only one way ahead, considering its operational field,
as well as its privileged location, from both a Strategic
and Academic point of  view. The magnificent island of
Crete provides, among other opportunities, a great abil-
ity for cooperation with recognized Academia stake-
holders like the Technical University of  Crete, offering
great spectra of  research assets guided by experienced
researchers and in well equipped facilities. It was this

amazing Mediterranean area, where the natural wealth
allows people to live long and think long, that brought
NMIOTC people close to the Department of  Engi-
neering Production & Management researchers in order
to study and improve the human performance within
MIO.

Human performance is a very wide conceptual
schema, trying to lead to many different areas depend-
ing on the researcher’s perspective. In this case, the abil-
ity of  the boarding team members to react as they
should in totally stressed situations, is in short terms the
value to measure, study, and improve.  This ability de-
pends on a number of  factors, one of  which is the so
called Emotional Intelligence of  the subject. Emotional
Intelligence although referred to probably with differ-
ent names in the past, has narrowed down to a specific
area over the last couple of  decades, giving the oppor-
tunity to be studied in deep within a wide variety of  areas
including armed forces. Emotional Intelligence is the
ability of  a human to understand own and others emo-
tions and control own reactions in order to achieve best
outcome. It is a characteristic which is not cognitive, and
is built over time through education and experience and
can be measured and improved. Emotions define how
people perceive the world, and lead - together with cog-
nitive knowledge - to conclusions and decisions. As a

RESEARCH-HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEETS RESEARCH-HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEETS 
MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONSMARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS



matter of  fact emotions define in a great scale how peo-
ple adapt to the physical and social environment. They
play a significant role in human characteristics, being
thus involved in successful military planning and train-
ing. And it is the feasibility of  emotional intelligence to
improve that builds the need to execute realistic train-
ing, in order to help armed forces members to adapt and
control emotions in stressed situations.

Boarding operations may vary from compliant
to opposed, including the possibility to turn from rou-
tine to hostile situations in a totally hostile environment
and with unknown   opponents, while at the same time
the team members need to be slightly armed both for
practical and suspect vessel’s crew psychological reasons.
These facts can imply life hazards, and thus certainly
imply anxiety in real operations. NMIOTC, in order to
conduct training which is as realistic as possible, besides
other infrastructure and assets used in training like a
container stack, a fast rope tower,  helo fast rope train-
ing, simulator etc, uses the infrastructure of  a decom-
missioned ship as a training ship. During 2010, the
Center introduced the Enhanced Training System (ETS)
in the training ship’s infrastructure, aiming at providing
to trainees an environment resembling the one they will
be called upon to face in the real world.  This system in-
cludes levels of  environmental stimula, which allow the
simulation of  a potentially hostile and difficult environ-
ment in a safe manner. Thus the trainees, as it has been
realized in practice, although lacking serious injuries haz-

ards, react in a different manner based on their emo-
tional intelligence and the stress factor applied.
NMIOTC Instructors act in two different teams as in-
structors and observers. The latter team’s role is to
record a number of  key metrics in the trainees’ per-
formance.

As a first step in the Boarding Teams’ Perform-
ance Optimization (BTPO), the actual metrics are com-
pared to the models available to ensure their feasibility.
So far, the research which is full going and still in its early
steps has shown that trainees react relatively better in
some metrics while worse in some others, under stressed
environments. Time given, the research is expected to
enrich our knowledge about the human reactions and
the ability to improve them and provide the ability to
evaluate teams and team members separately, in order
to help individual self  improvement of  boarding team
members as well as  efficient boarding team reallocation
to ship’s Commanders. 
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SPACE MIOSPACE MIO

by Dr. Alex Bordetsky, Principal Investigator 
for MIO Experimentation, NPS, USA

& Lt Georgios Mantzouris, Ph.D. Candidate,
Experimentation Lead, NMIOTC, Greece

IINTRODUCTION
In the emerging reality of  network-centric war-

fare, it is becoming increasingly evident that space-based
tactical networking solutions can effectively facilitate
synchronous reachback and collaboration between on-
scene commanders and subject matter experts in the re-
mote locations.  Many researchers and members of
multilateral security organizations acknowledge the ur-
gency of  finding approaches to provide solutions to in-
tractable threats from the illicit proliferation and use of
weapons of  mass effect (WME), illicit trafficking and
piracy.  The need is most urgent in the many ungoverned
and under-governed regions, and across the global com-
mons, such as Gulf  of  Aden in the Somali Basin area. 
Since 2009, the researchers at the Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) together with
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) and over-
seas partners started to ex-
plore the benefits  of   using
very small, Picosatellite based,
private orbital tactical net-
working nodes to support ex-
pert reachback and
coordination in  Maritime In-
terdiction Operations (MIO)
scenarios.  Typically Picosatel-
lite is defined as the smallest
type   Cube Satellite  (<10kg)
category, with  short life-time  in orbit (1-3 months) ,
and  overall weight  of  1 kg or less.  

Giving the afloat officer the ability to commu-
nicate directly with the command operational center (fu-
sion center) and technical experts will afford him with
the synchronous collaboration capability that he needs
to make rapid decisions and minimize operational risk to
his boarding team. An example vignette follows regard-
ing the localization and tracking of  illegal WMD mate-

rials. 
During the search of  a suspect merchant vessel,

a boarding team member with a handheld WMD sensor
device receives an indication that he is in the proximity
of  an unspecified type of  fissile material. His sensor only
provides information regarding the source’s radiation ac-
tivity. Unable to transmit from his present location, the
sensor operator returns to the outside deck of  the sus-
pect vessel in order to transmit the readings to his tacti-
cal command. The data is then forwarded to a fusion
center via satellite or another communication mode be-
yond the boarding team’s range. 

PICOSATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS 
CRITICAL TO MIO SUPPORT
In the described project we use a particular version of
the Picosatellite  system, which is  developed by  the In-
terorbital Co, and is  named as Tubesat.  The NPS  ex-
perimentation team has  recently acquired three Tubesat
kits, and, under the company’s assistance, is currently as-
sembling  three  Tubesats (Fig. 1) , which are expected
to enter the elliptical  low orbit in the second half    of
2011. 

It is a standalone Pico-satellite with minor capa-
bility of    data networking, space  imaging, and  on-
board processing. The Tubesat has a total mass of  0.75
kg, including  0.2-0.3  kg available for the  MIO experi-
ment payload.  The Tubesat is designed to operate for up
to 3 months, from a 310 km circular polar orbit, with an
orbital longevity of  3 weeks to 3 months, depending on
the solar weather (orbital decay). To date, no Picosatel-
lite, including Tubesat  has any on board propulsion;
which is why the orbital decay parameter will affect the

MODELLING OF PICO SATELLITE NETWORK APPLICATIONSMODELLING OF PICO SATELLITE NETWORK APPLICATIONS

TO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS TO MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS 

Fig.1: Tubesat Pico satellite pictures (courtesy Interorbital Co [1])
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lifetime of  the orbit.  
The Tubesat MIO critical operational capabili-

ties include:
• Satellite Operational Lifetime: 20 days to 3 months,

depending on solar activity
• Real or Near Real time Tracking Capability: Real and

non Real depending on the selection of  orbital parame-
ters and the area of  operation.

• Tracking Accuracy: None
• Real  time or asynchronous  data  action offi-

cer on-the-move networking  
• Reachback Capability: Yes, with connection to

MIO expert or C2   team ashore
Correspondingly, the Tubesat Critical orbital character-
istics include:

• Types of  orbits that small satellites support:
Circular polar orbit at 310 km to maximize coverage
with 4-6 satellites.

• Lifetime consideration: 1 to 3 months de-
pending on solar weather. Orbital decay parameter im-
pacts lifetime of  the Picosatellite and the usable time of
the Picosatellite constellation.

• Time of  Revisit: a Picosatellite can be accessed
every 1.5 hours, but refer to the STK analysis further
down where analytical and detailed results are being
mentioned.

• Security that is enabled: No security encryp-
tion on the Picosatellite.

• Back up satellites: It is relatively easy to place
another Picosatellite in orbit

• Ability for satellites to crosslink to transfer data
in near real time: Future capabilities, not yet imple-
mented.

SATELLITE TOOL KIT MODELING OF
TUBESAT SUPPORT FOR MIO ACTIVITIES 

The described modeling effort is based on the
assumption that  boarding or field  officer needs  to
communicate via  Picosatellite nodes  in a near real time
environment,  providing  information  to experts in data

fusion center and receiving an  advice  back from them.
It is assumed that  intelligence has been received that
merchant vessel or small craft are  transferring WMD
materials in the area of  operation. The detection/board-
ing team is deployed . The boarding officer locates the
material but he does not know how to handle it. In this
case he needs to send all the information that he has col-
lected back to a fusion center, where a WMD specialist
is behind a WMD in MIO cell advising the boarding of-
ficer how to react and what are the safety precautions
that he needs to undertake. 

The STK model of  Tubesat integration in such
type operation was designed based on the two options.
The first modeling option is based on the  four Tubesat
type Picosatellites  integration in MIO reachback. The
second modeling option is based  on  the six satellites in-
tegration capability. The orbital characteristics of  each
model  are described in Table 1 and 2. The apogee and
perigee altitude remains constant at 310 km due to the
fact that the Tubesat PICOMIO satellites will obit in this
altitude. The inclination for every satellite has been cho-
sen to be 90 degrees and the true anomaly for the cir-
cular orbit is always zero. The two parameters that we
are changing is the Argument of  Perigee and the Right
Ascension for the Ascending Node (RAAN), which is
being changed respectively in order to have an optimum
coverage in the areas of  interest.

Similarly, the characteristics for the six PI-
COMIO satellites are shown in the Table 2. They are se-
lected  subject to  the design  considerations used in the
four satellites model.

PICOSATELLITE INTEGRATION
MODELING  RESULTS
We’ve conducted the simulation runs for both model
based on the NPS scenario for the upcoming MIO ex-
periment in the Summer of  2011. Table 3 illustrates
modeling results  for the Tubesat expected passes on
June  6th and 7th.  It highlights the fact that  and  ap-
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proximate total time that the PI-
COMIO satellites will be avail-
able for communication is 120
minutes per day.
The model identifies vital time-
delay structure for boarding of-
ficer reachback
communications
On a given day the total passes
of  the four Picosatellites are
fluctuating from 12 to 18 con-
secutive orbits. Each time a
satellite is orbiting over the
ground station or over the op-
erations area the time duration
that we can have access to it is
also fluctuating from 2 to 9
minutes. So this is the optimum
timeframe that we can use in
order to send information back
and forth to a ground station or
to an operational area. The ap-
proximate total time that we
have during a whole day to
communicate through a satellite
is 120 minutes (2 hours during
the day). In the following table
we can see for the dates of  6
and 7 of  June 2011 that there is
a gap of  almost one and a half
hour by the time that we will
have the next satellite in place to
communicate. The total gap
time between satellite passes

Table 3: Overall MIO scenario results with the use of  4 PICOMIO satellites on
June 6th and 7th. The model identifies vital time-delay structure for boarding officer
reachback communications
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during one day using four satellites is approximately 22
hours. Table 5 represents the modeling results for ex-
pected  coverage time in the footprint of  MIO experi-
mentation sites, as provided  by using by four or  six
Tubesat type  Picosatellites from 4th to 12th of  June
2011. The results  clearly illustrate that by adding  two
more satellites to the MIO experiment support  orbit
the total daily time coverage is being increased by 3 - 4
% which is approximately 1 hour and 20 minutes more
per day.

PICOSATELLITE ORBITAL DECAY
EFFECTS 

Finally we should refer to the Orbital Decay
Characteristics of  the Picosatellites because the TUBE-
SAT solution that we are using is not having any type of
propulsion on board so it will remain on orbit for a
period of  time depending on the sun activity. In our
STK model we insert the parameters that we see in this

table.
After running the model with the above men-

tioned orbital decay characteristics (Table 6) we acquire
the following results. The PICOMIO satellites will re-
main on orbit for a little over a month, ranging from
30 – 33 days).

Table 4: Total Gap Timeframe in one day using 4 PI-
COMIO satellites. These results represent the 6th of  July
but for the rest of  the days the results are approximately
the same with almost no variation. The total time that we
do not have communication with PICOMIO satellites is
almost 22.5 hours.

Fig 2: Total STK Representation and allocation of  PI-
COMIO satellite polar orbits during the scenario. 

Figure 4: PICOMIO 2 passing over the area of  mar-
itime operations in the Somali Basin, acquiring data from
a boarding officer and sending it back to a ground station
in west coast of  the United States. 

Table 5: Daily Percent Time Covered with the use of  4
and 6 PICOMIO satellites from 4th to 12th of  July
2011 
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Changing in the model Cd or Cr coefficients to
be identical as 2 and 1 (best case scenario) are only
changing the orbital path for only one orbit. For examle,

if  we change Cd and Cr for PICOMIO1
to the identical values of  2 and 1 respec-
tively, it will change the orbital value only
for one orbit, from 527 orbits to 528. The
change is neither critical nor serious. The
lifetime parameter influences the orbital
path and the satellites to be up there for
almost a month and this is the important
fact for our scenarios.

Conclusions
The modeling results clearly

demonstrate the having six  Tubesats in
the Polar orbit would provide for opera-
tionally effective communication window,
as big as  four hours per day, depending
on the configuration of  the satellites.
However,  based on the described model-
ing results for  four Picosatellites, we are
going to have almost 2 and a half  hours

availability of  communication which is enough time for
applying reachback methods in operational use. The
field officers need this capability in order to enhance
their mission success and safeguard their tasks per-
forming work on board suspect vessels through the tac-
tical  orbital reach back to Fusion or/and  C2 center
experts. The proposed Picosatellite based networking
model contributes directly to the emerging concept of
Space Operations to Counter Maritime Terrorism (Fig.
6) by populating the “funnel”  part of  the diagram.

Acknowledgements: Authors would like to thank
Steven Mullins for very useful comments and cor-
rections

Table 6: Orbital Decay Characteristics that we used in
the STK model in order to run the scenarios due to the fact
that TUBESAT PICOMIO satellites are not having a
propulsion capability and so after some time in orbit will
decay.

Table 7: Results for the Lifetime of  Pi-

Figure 6: 
Concept of  Space Operations executed for supporting the Maritime Inter-
diction activities. The funnel needs to be populated with all the above men-
tioned factors in order for a SPACE MIO operation to be feasible and
near execution. 
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On the above schematic, coming directly from STK
software (professional software for designing satellite missions),
we depict a mission with picosatellites over the area of  the
Gulf  of  Aden. With the yellow circles you can see the dif-
ferent picosatellites on orbit on top of  the area of  operations
(vague yellow rectangle) and with red and orange ellipsoids
we represent the ground stations receiving information, one in
Europe and another one in the East Coast of  U.S. The de-
signer can pick any place for required ground stations and by
using the picosatellites with different orbital characteristics
can alter the surveillance in a potential area of  interest.
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By       Professor Alec Koutroubis and
Mr. George Kiourtsoglou, Ph.D.
In one of  his sharpest quips Captain Jack Spar-

row (actor Johnny Depp, “The Pirates of  the
Caribbean”) claims that “it’s never too late to learn”.....
In real life, Somali Pirates have managed thus far to
prove him squarely right! 

Piracy in the Somali basin first featured a very
steep upward trend in 2006 and since then many studies
have been published on the phenomenon. Maritime se-
curity experts have all converged in their views that the
Somali Piracy along with its perpetrators is constantly
evolving (the latter both in their methods and in their
equipment). In their most recent paper “The Business
of  Piracy in Somalia” Dr Sarah Percy and Dr Anja
Shortland of  the German Institute for Economic Re-
search (Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung)
very accurately argue that the Piracy off  the coast of  So-
malia is not just a criminal activity but rather a criminal
business activity. To prove their point they draw atten-
tion to the shared hallmarks of  both Business and So-
mali Piracy; their bloodless nature and their very strong
taste for innovation. 

Using data from reports produced by the Inter-
national Maritime Organization (IMO) a compilation of
incidents attributed to Somali pirates was created. The
analysis spans from January 2007 up to June 2010 and

includes piracy attempts both successful and unsuccess-
ful. 

In this analysis the authors first looked at the Av-
erage Age of  the Attacked and then the Pirated Vessels 
(Diagram 1). 

A first observation of  the bar-chart suggests that
up to now, the attacked vessels off  East Africa have been
on an average three to four years younger than the pi-
rated vessels. It is also evident that within the time hori-
zon of  the analysis, the Pirates have shown a growing
interest (and an accompanying dexterity) to attack and
eventually overrun younger vessels. 

The next step of  the analysis focuses on the at-
tacked vessels and generates their Age Profile 
(Diagram 2). 

In this case it is clear that the Somali Pirates have
a strong preference for young, if  not very young vessels.
Almost one out of  every three (32%) attacks has been
mounted against a vessel aged up to five years old.
Tellingly, as the vessel population grows older the fre-
quency of  attacks dies away (57% of  the international
fleet’ s vessels are older than twenty years but according
to Diagram 2 only 31% of  the vessels attacked belong to
the same age group). 

Last but not least, an analysis of  the age profile
of  the pirated vessels is being presented (Diagram 3). 
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The age distribution of  the vessels pirated
within the period in question seems to be more “uni-
form” than the corresponding age of  the attacked ves-
sels. All said, one out of  every five (19%) vessels pirated
was very young (less than five years old). Within the in-
ternational vessels’ population the corresponding per-
centage is almost half  as high (11,5%). 

The above observations on both the attacked
and the pirated vessels’ age distributions are discussed
in further detail (always though within the broader pic-
ture) in the conclusions section of  the analysis. 

Conclusions 
1. It is blatantly obvious that Somali Piracy is a

business activity with a well-defined, tested and proven
business model. It is for this reason (among others) that
the Average Age of  the Attacked Vessels is falling (Dia-
gram 1) with one out of  every three (32%) vessels at-
tacked (Diagram 2) being up to five years old. Obviously
the Pirates believe, all other parameters being equal, that
they can extract higher ransom payments for younger
vessels due to their higher market values and for this rea-
son they show a stronger preference for the latter. 

This can also (partially) explain one of  the find-
ings in an earlier study (“Somali Piracy versus Flag of
the Attacked Vessel”) of  the authors. In this analysis,
some open Registries featured a disproportionally high
probability of  falling victims to piracy attacks. These
Registries have very young fleets under their flags, a fact
that although gives them a competitive advantage against
more established registries, renders them at the same
time statistically more vulnerable to piracy attacks off
Somalia. 

2. Somali Pirates are fast learners and their learn-
ing curve is remarkably steep. The declining Average
Age of  the Pirated Vessels corroborates this belief  (Di-
agram 1). As described in the document “Best Manage-
ment Practices” (an internationally praised set of
guidelines for seafarers to react to an attack), a vessel
needs to sail at a speed of  at least fifteen knots to avoid
a potential attack. Although such sailing speeds are eas-
ier to be attained by younger vessels it seems that the Pi-
rates progressively adapt their methods not only to the
above practice but to the ‘recommendations’ of  the Best
Management Practices as a whole. 

Furthermore, even a very experienced crew on a
New-Built needs adequate time for training (as a group)
on counter Piracy measures. This fact might also sug-
gest another reason why Pirates show strong preference
for newly built vessels. It is worth noting that during the
study period there were in total thirty eight cases of  at-
tacked vessels aged twelve (or less) months old. 

3. Based on the Analysis, it can be safely in-
ferred, that the Somali pirates are by far more effective
in their attacks on older vessels (aged more than twenty
five years old). This fact is to some extent intuitive but
it is also supported by statistics. Almost one out of  every
five (18,5%) vessels attacked is more than twenty five
years old (Diagram 2) but more than one out of  every
three (>33%) vessels pirated (Diagram 3) belongs to the
same range of  age, suggesting that the crime perpetra-
tors are more “effective” when they attack older vessels. 
As a closing remark it must be stated that Somali Piracy
is a very complex phenomenon whilst public opinion is
generally formed on the basis of  very general and often

Average age of  attacked & Pirated vessels 
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inaccurate assumptions, such as the poverty and law-
lessness in Somalia, luck of  international commitment to
eradicate piracy etc. A better insight can only be obtained
when the phenomenon is approached and studied
strictly as a Criminal Business Activity, with the empha-
sis put upon better understanding of  the business model
itself. 
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By        CDR Milton J. Singleton, USN Reserve
Allied Command Transformation

The maritime term “forecastle” refers to the

forward part of  a ship’s main deck.  It originates from
the old English description of  wooden defensive towers
that were often temporarily fitted on medieval merchant
sailing ships in time of  war.  Archers would be stationed
in these ‘forward castles’ from which they would rain ar-
rows down on the decks of  enemy vessels.    

Over 600 years later the modern forecastle is
once again beginning to resemble its medieval forebear
as today’s merchant ships attempt to fortify themselves
against a determined stream of  Somali pirate assaults.
To prevent boardings ship owners are now fitting their
vessels with a wide variety of  security systems including
razor wire (sometimes electrified), fire hoses, high in-
tensity focused sound devices, pepper spray, wake dis-
ruption rigs, crew citadels, sand bags, shatter-proof
window film, night vision equipment, helmets and flak
jackets.  They travel in convoys escorted by international
warships or make wide deviations far off  their usual di-
rect courses between ports, both of  which often add sig-
nificantly to a ship’s fuel consumption and voyage time.

Shortly after the U.N. Security Council approved
Resolution 1851 on 16 December 2008

initiated in January 2009 with the arrival of  a force of  4-
5 destroyer/frigates tasked with ensuring the safe tran-
sit of  World Food shipments.   In August 2009 NATO
transitioned its HoA maritime security operation to
today’s more extensive Operation Ocean Shield.  The
European Union also initiated its own maritime naval
presence in the region with Operation Atalanta, while
the U.S. Navy’s 5th Fleet, U.S. Naval Forces Central
Command and the Combined Maritime Forces stood up
the multinational anti-piracy effort known as Combined
Task Force 151 (CTF 151).  All three organizations have
established close links in their operational planning and
command structure.   There are now more than 40 naval
vessels regularly employed in counter-piracy activities
off  HoA, Gulf  of  Aden (GoA) and the western Indian
Ocean.

While international naval forces have reduced pi-
rate attacks in the GoA by almost 50%, the Somalis have
demonstrated their versatility by using pirated vessels as
mother-ships to expand their attack range deeper into
the Indian Ocean where anti-piracy patrols are less con-
centrated.  They have also shown great ingenuity in over-
coming merchant ship boarding defenses with their own
counter-measures, by-passing razor wire and gaining ac-
cess to interior accommodation areas and even ‘last
ditch’ citadels with cutting torches and explosives.  As
of  14 March 2011 there were 28 vessels and 587 crew
members being held by Somalian pirates.  In 2010 there
were 445 pirate attacks, an 8% increase from the previ-
ous year.(i)

Ransoms for captured ships and crews have in-
creased substantially over the last few years.  The aver-
age ransom paid by owners in 2005 was $150,000, while
on 8 April 2011, the owners of  the Very Large Crude
Carrier (VLCC) IRENE SL paid $13.5 million for the
release of  the ship and crew after 58 days in captivity.
For the average Somali earning about $500 a year, piracy
is an extremely lucrative business well worth the risks.
Not so lucrative for the international community how-
ever.  It is estimated that the combined expenses of  in-
creased fuel from course deviations, higher insurance
and security costs, the payment of  ransoms, maintaining
the international naval presence in the region and pros-
ecuting and incarcerating pirates, are costing an esti-
mated $10 billion a year.(ii)
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The steady increase in attacks off  HoA since
2005 has also directly impacted commodity and con-
sumer product prices.  On 17 November 2008 when the
news was received that the pirates had taken their first
VLCC, the Saudi-owned SIRIUS STAR, the price of  a
barrel of  crude oil went up $1.  The IRENE SL was
taken off  the coast of  Oman last February loaded with
2 million bbls of  crude oil valued at over $200 million.
According to Simon Fordham, OBE, renowned pirate
hostage negotiator and partner of  BTG Global Risk
Partners, VLCCs are the favored target of  Somali pirate
clans because of  their highly valuable cargo, low free-
board and slow speed.   Because 40% of  the world’s
crude oil transportation must transit the Indian Ocean
the hijacking of  several VLCCs has the potential to se-
verely impact world oil supply and prices.

Cleary there is much at stake for the interna-
tional community.  Merchant ships cannot avoid the
Gulf  of  Aden, Red Sea and Indian Ocean.   The cost
of  deviating ships around areas of  intense pirate activ-
ity is costly and increasingly ineffective as Somali pirates
utilize mother ships to extend their range.  Naval assets
are carrying out excellent work trying to protect ship-
ping, but there simply are not enough assets available to
secure the vast area threatened.   To put it into perspec-
tive, U.S. Navy VADM Bill Gortney said “draw a box
from Houston to Chicago to New York City down to
Jacksonville, Florida.  It’s an immense body of  water.”  
Many argue that piracy off  HoA will never be eradicated
until Somalia is rebuilt as a nation state.  Today there is
no effective central government in Somalia.  Local con-
trol is in the hands of  tribal elders, criminal gangs or
militia groups.  Living conditions are harsh and civil in-
frastructure virtually non-existent.  Many experts agree
that the task of  rebuilding Somalia would be even more
costly than the billions spent rebuilding Iraq.  With the
U.S., NATO and the U.N. still heavily involved in stabi-
lizing Iraq and Afghanistan it is very unlikely that the in-
ternational community will have the will or resources
available to take on the tremendous task of  rebuilding
Somalia any time in the near future.

This leaves the last and most effective line of  de-
fense for merchant ships and their valuable cargos to
those with the most at stake, their crews.

At a recent discussion between U.S.-based tanker
owners on the piracy situation most of  the representa-
tives present confirmed that ships of  their fleets had
been attacked by Somali pirates.  A few had vessels that
had actually been boarded or even hijacked.  The ques-
tion then turned to what type of  ‘hardening’ techniques

was each owner adopting for their vessels?  Most had al-
ready introduced razor wire around the perimeter of
their ships, along with welded access hatches and bar-
rels in ladder ways.  Some had responded to attacks with
RPG rounds on their vessels by lining bridge windows
with fragmentation film, sand bags and flak jackets for
watch standers.  Citadels where the crew could rally and
take shelter during a boarding were also a common re-
sponse.  

But, it was also agreed that in many cases these
ship hardening measures were no longer effective.  Pi-
rates were still boarding the ships and endangering the
crew.    The tanker owners sitting around the table did
agree on one measure that had consistently proven to
be fully effective in protecting their crews and assets,
embarking armed security teams.

Private security teams consisting of  3-4 trained
personnel with military or police backgrounds and
armed with small arms are regularly being hired to ‘ride
shotgun’ onboard merchant vessels.  Generally these
teams also provide training to the crew in how to re-
spond during a piracy assault.  Naval sources confirm
that in the last three years no ship carrying an armed se-
curity team onboard has been successfully hijacked.
This is a statistic that cannot be ignored.  By hiring a se-
curity team ship owners now have the most effective so-
lution available to protecting their vessels, without
having to face the very complicated option of  actually
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arming the crew members themselves.  

As simple a solution as hired security seems to
be to the expanding piracy epidemic, ship owners face
many obstacles in its implementation.   Many flag-states,
such as Canada, Norway and Greece, do not currently
permit merchant vessels under their registry to carry pri-
vate security teams.  Also many companies that charter
tankers to transport their oil for them have standing poli-
cies of  not allowing ship owners to hire security teams
while their cargo is onboard.  For the security teams
themselves, while they can travel to meet the ship they
have been hired to protect, their weapons often cannot
due to local gun control laws.  In South Africa several
ships’ Masters have been arrested by local authorities be-
cause security team weapons were found onboard.   The
teams need to have small arms to do their jobs, such as
pistols, assault and sniper rifles, or even heavier mounted
weapons to fire warning shots before pirate skiffs are in
effective RPG and AK-47 range.  To stay within the var-
ious regional laws security teams now either require the
ship to already have a full weapons locker onboard or
they literally must throw their arms overboard prior to
arrival in port.  

This is where the assistance of  national govern-
ments and greater industry cooperation is required.  The
only way to ensure that our international commerce and
the ships that carry it are secure is the presence of  armed
security teams onboard.  Trade organizations and gov-
ernments need to put diplomatic pressure on those na-
tions and corporations that are preventing the
commercial shipping industry from properly protecting
itself. 

A handful of  ragged, untrained
but highly motivated Somali fisher-
men have ably demonstrated to the
world how relatively easy it is to
board and capture a merchant ship of
any size or type.  In the era we live in
of  fanatical terrorist networks and
rogue states with global reach, this is
a frightening lesson.  

One small, unimpressive hi-
jacked freighter in the wrong hands
and with the wrong cargo onboard
has the potential to become our
greatest nightmare.

We are now at a critical decision point if  we se-
riously intend to reign in the threat of  Somali piracy.
Other poor regions of  the globe such as West Africa and
Southeast Asia are already beginning to copy the tactics
of  their more successful colleagues in HoA.   There are
not enough naval assets available and the international
community does not possess the necessary resources at
this time to rebuild yet another failed nation state.  Em-
barked armed security teams have already proven their
effectiveness.   We must encourage government and in-
dustry leaders to act now to support the international
maritime community and allow it to protect its vulnera-
ble mariners
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By   Dr. Phyllis Michalas, 
Senior Advisor MCAST

MARITIME CHALLENGES 
Today, to enhance maritime security, local

Kenyan fishermen are now working as the eyes and ears
of  the Kenyan government.  Using cell phones and
binoculars these fishermen cover approximately 1800
square nautical miles off  the Kenyan coast.  During the
first two months of  this program, 13 suspected pirates
and 8 suspected smugglers were arrested and locally
prosecuted. The program, called the Community Watch
on the Water or CWOW, was the result of  an ongoing
partnership between the United States Navy’s Maritime
Civil Affairs and Security Training (MCAST) Command,
the Kenyan government and local fisherman.

Designed by MCAST to foster partnerships be-
tween fishing communities and the Kenyan authorities
to address maritime security and stability, CWOW is the
most complex and broad reaching of  all Maritime Civil
Affairs (MCA) Projects in Kenya.  The program reaches
maritime areas that simply are not practical or too costly
for surface combatants to patrol.

UNITED STATES MARITIME STRATEGY

The U.S. Navy’s A Cooperative Strategy for 21st
Century Seapower (CS21) recognizes these challenges
and acknowledges that no one nation is capable of  pro-
viding maritime security worldwide.  Maintaining stabil-
ity in at-risk regions requires focused maritime capability
that is equipped to address issues at the local, regional,
and global levels.  This is done through persistent for-
ward presence and contact in the regions to build trust
and enduring relationships with partner nations.  By as-
sisting other nations in building their own security ca-
pabilities, the burden on the international
community-at-large is reduced.

The U.S. Navy Expeditionary Combat Com-
mand (NECC) was created in January 2006 to confront
the irregular challenges described in CS21.  Unlike the
Cold War days, when the Navy could stay out in the
open ocean, today’s “maritime battle space” as Rear Ad-
miral Bullard, the first Commanding Officer of  NECC,

described it, adds the coastal areas, harbors, inland wa-
terways and long, winding rivers that go far in country
from the strike group out at sea. 

“The NECC,” he said, “is about balancing the
Navy force. It’s about expanding and extending that ca-
pability to wherever that maritime environment may be.”

As discussed in CS21, it is through the Expedi-
tionary community, that the Navy is already achieving a
good measure of  cultural change by applying maritime
skills to near-shore, in-shore and land environments. It
is this brown/green environment in which NECC forces
operate at full capacity across the spectrum of  opera-
tions, in direct support of  the U.S. maritime strategy.
The growing popularity of   the Global Feel Station
“partnership” missions in the South Pacific, Latin Amer-
ica and Africa and the naval response to the Tsunami
(2005), the Haiti hurricanes (2008) and earthquake
(2010)  represent the Expeditionary side of  the Navy –
focused on the people.  

Here’s an example. Just days after the January
2010 earthquake in Haiti, MCAST embarked a nine-per-
son team on USS Bataan and headed for Haiti. Another
Maritime Civil Affairs (MCA) team (MCAT) was as-
signed to USS Gunston Hall, which diverted to Haiti.
These MCATs assisted Joint Task Force 41 and United
Nations forces in assessing earthquake damage and dis-
tributing humanitarian aid. The team aboard USS Bataan
included a native Haitian who, because of  his language
skills, was immediately assigned to the U.S. Embassy.
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Figure 1   MCAT team members distributing Humani-
tarian supplies in support of  OPERATION UNIFED

RESPONSE, Haiti (January 2010).



Had the earthquake happened in 2006 -- before the U.S.
Navy had this capability -- thousands of  Haitians may
not have benefitted from the expertise these teams
brought in the recovery of  this badly damaged nation.

This increased interest on partnership building
in the maritime domain isn’t surprising considering some
often quoted statistics:  Seventy percent of  the world’s
geography is water; 80% of  the world’s population lives
on or near the coastline; 90% of  global commerce sails
across the oceans.  

MARITIME CIVIL AFFAIRS AND SECURITY
TRAINING COMMAND (MCAST)

Current global conflicts show that the Whole of
Nation approach is critical to winning Irregular Chal-
lenges.  Rather than the military’s traditional 3D’s –
Deter, Disrupt and Defeat – we must rely more on
3D+P (defense, diplomacy and development and part-
ner nation). MCAST does just that through: Civil Mili-
tary Operations (Maritime Civil Affairs) and Military to

Military Training (Security Force Assistance).

MCAST Command’s mission is to “Man, train,
equip and deploy Maritime Civil Affairs and Security
Force Assistance teams to support international mar-
itime security and stability and prepares regionally
aligned planners, teams, specialists, and trainers to sup-
port Navy Component and Joint Task Force Com-
manders’ security cooperation plans.”  

MCAST is unique, in that it supports two dis-
tinct mission sets:  Civil Military Operations (Maritime
Civil Affairs), and Military to Military training (Security
Force Assistance).   The primary units of  action are the
Maritime Civil Affairs Team (MCAT) and the Security
Force Assistance Mobile Training Team (SFA MTT).

Maritime Civil Affairs

A five-person team consisting of  a commander
(usually a junior officer), coxswain, corpsman, commu-
nicator, and construction rating Sailors, the MCAT will
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Figure 2 MCAST sailors coordinate with a UN Peacekeeper from Ghana on the pier at Monrovia, Liberia. The
MCAT participated in Africa Partnership Station to plan and coordinate gifts-in-kind for local hospitals.



liaison between an operational commander, U.S. country
team, and host nation civil and military entities.   They
focus on benefitting the civilian populace, minimizing
the military operations footprint and maximizing the hu-
manitarian assistance impact.  The MCAT also serves as
the liaison between the civilian populace and the sup-
ported commander, such as Joint Task Force (JTF) or
Navy Component Commander (NCC). 

MCATs can operate independently, or comple-
ment the U.S. Army and/or Marines Civil Affairs (land-
based) efforts; creating the Sea-Land interface.  There
are common tactics, techniques and procedures; yet the
MCA capabilities are unique in the Maritime environ-
ment.  In addition to the five core tasks for civil affairs
units which are  population and resource control, for-
eign humanitarian assistance, civil information manage-
ment, nation assistance and support to civil
administration, MCAST  offers three additional, mar-
itime-specific core capabilities:  Port Operations; Har-
bor and Channel Construction and Maintenance; and
Marine and Fisheries Resources.

Security Force Assistance

Through Security Force Assistance Mobile
Training Teams (SFA MTTs), MCAST delivers maritime
expeditionary core instruction in support of  security co-
operation and foreign internal defense missions.  These

efforts are directed at foreign country military and se-
curity personnel. SFA MTT experts provide critical
training to partner nations that enhance security, part-
nership and stability. These teams deliver training in
small boat operations and tactics, maritime combat op-
erations, anti-terrorism/force protection, maritime civil
affairs, explosive ordnance disposal, maintenance and
construction, and military professional development and
leadership.  Lessons are taught in the host nation’s lan-
guage and are tailored to the nation’s needs.  The SFA
MTT is also capable of  providing non-standard train-
ing, such as running ranges, foreign weapons familiar-
ization, and field training refreshers to support the NCC.  

People are our Platform

Most people define the U.S. Navy through its
platforms:  ships, submarines and aircraft.  MCAST’s
platform – the most important asset – is our people.  As
we’ve heard said often, trust cannot be surged.  Trust is
based on relationships, and relationships must be built
not at a national level but on a local, very personal, one-
to-one level.  For many of  the countries visited, their
navies use small boats.  Even a platform as small as the
U.S. Navy’s frigate can be intimidating to some partner-
nations, so the face-to-face, ‘boots on the ground’ strat-
egy in reality becomes the first logical step in building a
strong partnership with another partner-nation.

Coordination is Key

Together, MCA and SFA teams work with part-
ner nations to improve maritime security on a global
scale.  Although the MCAST community is small we
make a huge impact every day as good will ambassadors
for the Navy and the United States, building stability
through long-term partner nation relationships. 

MCAST coordinates closely with other NECC
commands, such as the Seabees, Maritime Expeditionary
Security Forces and Riverine Forces to integrate and ex-
ecute a comprehensive approach to MCA and SFA.
This coordination is essential to ensure the repeatability
and consistency (or continuity) of  our engagements
through collaboration with partners globally. Advanced
planning, regional studies and country-specific assess-
ments are integral to the success of  humanitarian assis-
tance missions.   For example, providing a cold storage
container for local fishermen without considering the
population, economic impact, fisheries implications and
long term maintenance and sustainment requirements
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Figure 3 Security Force Assistance Mobile Training
Team instructs Ukrainian class in VBSS/Boarding

Team Operations (June 2010)



might result in an underutilized structure.  Worse yet, if
the container was located in an area where extremists
might operate or in other counterproductive scenarios
the unintended consequences could have a negative ef-
fect on an otherwise good project. 

Similarly, SFA MTTs are highly adaptable in their
ability to deliver tailored training. If  a team arrives to
teach leadership principles to senior enlisted but the
partner nation students are all junior enlisted, the MTT
adjusts to the more immediate need – junior enlisted
leadership.  The team would then seek a future oppor-
tunity to deliver the more advanced training. Highly
skilled and adaptive, SFA Sailors cultivate lasting rela-
tionships with partner nations and provide these part-
ners the skills and experience to improve their
capabilities at the basic and intermediate level. 

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS – PRESENCE
WITH PURPOSE

While still relatively new, the Navy’s MCA and
SFA capabilities are highly sought out. SFA MTTs have
deployed to three Southern Partnership Station nations,
eight African Partnership Station nations and many ad-
ditional nations for stand-alone training. MCATs have
deployed on missions supporting Operation Unified Re-
sponse in Haiti, Joint Special Operations Task Force –
Philippines (JSOTF-P), and Naval Special Warfare, en-
gaging and enhancing the civil-military component of
their operational environment. 

For example, MCA forces in the Philippines have con-
ducted hundreds of  key leader engagements to promote
mutual understanding of  security concerns. MCATs
have promoted governmental legitimacy through civic
action projects and continual reassessment of  civilian
needs. During the deployment, Sailors assisted with eight
education civic action programs to provide teachers with
new tools, skills and techniques for teaching their stu-
dents. In one particular seminar held in Buldone Min-
danao, more than 100 teachers participated. Working
together with organizations such as the American Red
Cross and various non-governmental organizations, the
MCAT also improved roads, buildings, public restrooms
and helped re-open schools that had burned down.

SFA MTTs are equally sought out and success-
ful at building lasting partnerships.  An SFA MTT de-
ployed to Lima, Peru, at the request of  the Military
Advisory and Assistance Group (MAAG) Peru, and in
support of  the Peruvian government and military.  The
MTT conducted a Pre-Training Site Visit in May to de-
termine the training needs and align training goals with

the MAAG Peru and Peru’s Maritime Forces. The MTT
started to instruct 21 enlisted sailors on the Level II –
Patrol Craft Operations and soon realized nearly 80 per-
cent of  students had never driven a small boat, and none
of  the remaining 20 percent was proficient as a
coxswain.  The team switched focus to the Level I -
Small Boat Coxswain and Navigation. The MTT got
small boats underway for two days. Then three engine
casualties due to the condition of  the boats turned into
an opportunity to teach towing operations.  

THE WAY AHEAD

The current threat environment calls for new
thinking and a shift in strategic approach.  Security in
the Maritime domain requires a broad approach, which
includes interagency components and brings together
the Whole of  Community strategy with the navy and/or
coast guard (as available), police, water patrol, fishermen,
etc.  These relationships and cooperative partnerships
through bilateral, regional or multinational initiatives
take into account the roots of  Maritime threats at sea, as
well as land.  One such relationship is between MCAST
and the NATO MIO Training Centre.  It’s a good ex-
ample of  how a cooperative partnerships work towards
building regional capacity through training maritime se-
curity forces.  

Dr. Phylis Michalas is the senior advisor of
MCAST Commander and she has extensive experience in Mili-
tary – Civil Affairs matters. She was the stepping stone and cre-
ated the foundations for building the cooperation among
NMIOTC and MCAST Command.
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As irregular or asymmetric chal-
lenges abound, the way ahead also
calls for thinking outside the tradi-
tional “box” in developing probable
courses of  action and potential proj-
ects and programs such as the earlier
mentioned Community Watch on the
Water Program.  The focus remains on
enhancing partner-nation capability
and capacity by deploying fully quali-
fied individuals and teams trained to
support Civil Military Operations and
Military to Military Training.  



THE LOOMING MARITIME THREATTHE LOOMING MARITIME THREAT

By Captain James K. Staples

TTTThe hum of  the diesel engine, combined with
the high frequency whine of  the radar sets, continuous
chatter on the VHF radio and DSC alarms going off
every few minutes. So far just another normal watch in
the Persian Gulf  on a haze filled night. Its’ 00:30 in the
morning and you have just relieved the watch, the ship
is heading back to Japan with 270,000 tons of  crude oil.
The air conditioning units are struggling to keep the
wheelhouse cool with condensation pouring down the
windows. The haze is so thick it reminds you of  a New
England fog on Georges Bank. Visibility is poor it’s a
half  mile at best. Traffic is minimal and high speed small
craft dart back and forth as they smuggle their goods
from Iran to the Arabian peninsular. You have plotted all
potential risk targets and it now looks safe to ease into
the traffic lanes. The Straits of  Hormuz are just ahead
and you know once you clear Hormuz you will be home-
ward bound. As you start to shape up for the lanes you
notice that the fast container ship over taking you on the
port side close aboard has altered her course. 

You grab the binoculars to
have a look when suddenly a
bright burst of  light catches your
attention on the starboard side.
The vessel is violently rocked,
books fall from their shelves and
engine alarms register on the
panel as audible alarms start to
sound. The bridge phones start to
ring as you try to figure out what
just happened.... 

You check your position to reassure your self
that you have not struck something or run aground and
the vessel is where she is supposed to be. The quarter-
master lets you know he has steering and you can still
hear the hum of  the engine so propulsion is still intact.
You have made this transit two dozen times and all
seems as it should be. The radar sets show no evidence

of  collision; the container ship is well clear and contin-
uing on. The violent shaking of  the vessel has awoken
the Captain who is now on the bridge and taking com-
mand. The watch officer tries to figure out what in the
world just happened. The passage way below the star-
board bridge deck has sustained damage and the star-
board lifeboat is missing. The engine room reports plate
indentation on the starboard side above the water line.
What has just happened? The alarms are ringing and the
crew is mustering. Is any one hurt or missing? How
much damage have we sustained? Are we sinking? Are
we on fire? Just a few of  the questions going through
the Captains mind at that time early in the morning.

What we have was the latest terrorist attack on a
merchant vessel. As the day progressed and the vessel
made her way to Fujairah for a full investigation; news
reports already started hitting the airwaves. We hear re-
ports of  a rogue wave, maybe a collision with a subma-
rine and a few reports of  a possible terrorist attack
which the owner has suggested. Piracy was even men-
tioned as a possible motive at one point.  As I spoke
with maritime organizations that day my opinion at that
time was the possibility of  a terrorist attack was proba-
ble. I was very skeptical of  the rogue wave scenario and
it certainly did not look like collision damage from a ves-
sel at sea speed.

The maritime industry must look at the real pos-
sibility that the terrorist network will eventually be suc-
cessful on an attack with water born improvised
explosive device (IED) on a merchant vessel. Terrorist
have attacked the U.S.S. Cole, M.V. Limburg and now
the M.V. M Star. We know of  the failed attack on the
U.S. Navy vessel “The Sullivan’s”. We do not know all
the attempted attacks and failures on merchant vessels
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and I would guess we will never know. As we saw with
the world trade towers, attempts were made and failed
until that fateful day Sept. 11, 2001. Terrorism succeeded
that day and changed the world forever. At what point
do we as a maritime industry look at the threat of  a ter-
rorist event and move in the direction of  keeping
mariners and vessels safe from possible water born IED.
Many articles state that maritime experts have actually
said tankers are hard to hit when moving and almost im-
possible to sink.

Of  any targets at sea, a moving tanker is a very
slow easy target when she is in a laden condition. With
limited maneuverability and her turning radius large and
slow. Granted she is double hulled, but as we saw with
the M.V. M Star the terrorist went after her engine room
area where most vessels are not double hulled and can be
holed very easily. The engine room is a very large flood-
able space. The well planned water born attack will have
multiple small, high speed vessels laden with very high
explosive shaped charges that will not only severely dam-
age the vessel causing major stability problems, fire,
flooding, but will also cause a spill of  enormous pro-
portions. The attack will happen in a choke point as we
saw with the M.V. M Star or as the vessel makes an ap-
proach to a port or offshore loading facility similar to
the M.V. Limburg. We have already had loss of  life in
the attack against military and merchant vessels. The
U.S.S. Cole had a well trained crew on board; she had
the added advantage of  being a combat vessel and built
for that reason. She was built to be able to sustain an
impact explosion and survive to fight another day. She
sustained heavy damage and 17 sailors lost their lives
that day.  Merchant vessels do not have that luxury and
it is that reason that we must look at this new threat and
take it seriously. The Limburg did not sink, although she
was a total loss and only one sailor perished. The tanker
M Star was fortunate. She sustained some plate damage
and minor injuries, but just as we witnessed with the

towers in 1993, the towers had sustained damage in the
lower levels with multiple injuries in previous attempts.
Did we ever think, imagine or anticipate that a frontal
attack from the skies with civilian airlines would ever
happen? A few in the intelligence networks knew this
was possible and could happen as it eventually did. Yet
we still were not prepared for what happened that fate-
ful day.

Attacking merchant vessels
by water born IED is a real threat.
It is an imminent threat and must
be taken seriously. 

It has been suggested and printed (Wall Street
Journal September 11th 2010edition) that Al-Shabab has
gotten into the pirate business and has set its goals on at-
tacking merchant vessels as Sea Jihadist. Some experts
will say this is happening some will say that there is no
connection between piracy and terrorism. This possibil-
ity exists and we should be preparing for it now.  With
the recent trial in the United States involving the U.S.S.
Ashland, we still have debate over what a pirate is. A
judge threw out the charge of  piracy against the first in-
dividual to be brought to trial. If  we cannot even pros-
ecute one pirate on piracy charges or even decide what
a pirate is then how can we say that terrorists are not in-
volved in piracy?  Are pirates’ just pirates or do they also

smuggle weapons, drugs, and people? To think that a
terrorist organization would not be involved in this
somewhere would be irresponsible. With the possibility
of  terrorist involvement, we as an industry can no longer
guarantee the safety of  a crew as they are being held
hostage off  Somalia or at sea. We must look at the ter-
rorist-pirate threat as a way to support their fanatic way
of  life as other money generating enterprises dry up for

Fig. 2 
USS Cole attack in Yemen in 2002
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the terrorist organizations.  
How long can the owner and operator expect

merchant seaman to transit this part of  the world be-
fore the mariner actually does boycott? What would it
take to shut down the Straits of  Hormuz or Bab-el-
Mandeb? Have extremist thought about this? These are
some of  the pending questions I ask myself  on a regu-
lar basis.

The entire terrorist groups are capable of  put-
ting together an attack on vessels that would cripple
shipping and possibly shut down the Suez Canal, hurt-
ing Egypt and the region economically.  The straits of
Bab-el Mandab see over 3 million barrels of  oil pass
through it every day. The straits are narrow with heavy
traffic and the possibility of  water born IED make it
probable. Whether it happens or not only time will tell,
but these extremist are patient, persistent and resilient
until they complete their mission.  

There are countries that are the new centers for
terrorists and future instability could expand lawlessness
in the region. It’s only getting worse and the instability
will only draw  terrorist affiliates and allow them more
room to operate. The Navies of  the world can not stop
piracy, how can they ever be expected to stop a terrorist
attack? 

Most owners and operators take the chance and
risk being involved in doing business in that part of  the
world. They only rely on the Best Management Prac-
tices. 

The industry has published the Best
Management Practices 3 (BMP) an evolving
document believed to help ward off  a pirate
attack. 

BMP are a very good idea
and I applaud industry for putting
Best Management Practices into
play. BMP are simply just good
seamanship which the majority of
well trained and competent Mas-
ters would do anyways.

What BMP fails to do in today’s world with the
current threats faced is to protect the mariner from a
waterborne attack as we have witnessed with the recent
attack on the tanker M Star and the past attack on the
M.V. Limburg. So we must ask ourselves what kind of
changes are in store for the mariner in the next few years
concerning terrorism and piracy? Safety, training and se-
curity will and should always be at the forefront of  each
mariner and ship owner’s voyage to alleviate the loom-
ing threat of  maritime terrorism and piracy. We need a
solution before we have another major world event.

Captain James K. Staples is a Master Mariner and the
president of OceanRiver llc. Company which is specialized in
supporting merchant vessels with private security measures es-
pecially in the Gulf of Aden fighting against piracy. He is a sup-
porter to NMIOTC’s training activities and events as long as he
has extensive experience in Counter Piracy - Merchant Marine
issues.

Fig. 4 & 5
Merchant Vessel Limburg attack in Yemen in 1998



by   Professor Ioannis Koukos, Hellenic Naval
Academy

Last decade’s progress in wideband wireless
communications raises the ambition to establish ubiqui-
tous internet-like communications in almost every as-
pect of  life. Conventional wireless networks rely on
stationary networking infrastructure, e.g. base stations
serving as gathering nodes of  traffic emanating from
mobile devices that interact with these base stations in a
client/server fashion. In contrast, current research is fo-
cusing on networks that are completely unstructured,
but are nevertheless able to communicate (via several
hops) with each other, despite the low coverage of  their
antennas. Such systems are called sensor or ad hoc net-
works, depending on the point of  view and the applica-
tion.

Networks of  small sensor nodes, so called sen-
sor networks, allow monitoring and analysis of  complex
phenomena over geographical regions of  varying size
and for long periods of  time. Recent advances in sensor
network research allow for small and cheap sensor nodes
which can obtain streams of  data about physical values,
e.g. temperature, humidity, lightning condition, pressure,
noise level, carbon dioxide level, oxygen level pollutant
level, soil makeup, soil moisture, magnetic field, dynamic
characteristics of  objects such as speed, direction, and
size, the presence or absence of  substances or actions
and all kinds of  parameters about machinery, e.g. me-
chanical stress level, vibration or movement. This huge
choice of  options allow sensor network applications in
a number of  scenarios, e.g. habitat and environment
monitoring, health care, military surveillance, industrial
machinery surveillance, plant processes loop observa-
tion, distribution network condition, home automation,
monitoring of  smart and interactive places. The appli-
cation of  a sensor network customarily determines the
design of  the sensor nodes and the design of  the net-
work itself.

Sensor networks in military applications are
often used for surveillance missions. 
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ΑΑD HOC SENSOR NETWORKS AS PART OF D HOC SENSOR NETWORKS AS PART OF 
A REGIONAL SECURITY GRIDA REGIONAL SECURITY GRID

The focus of  
surveillance missions
is to collect or verify
as much information
as possible about the
enemy’s capabilities

and about the 
positions and 

intentions of  hostile
targets. Sensor 
networks, in a 

forward deployment,
are used to replace

soldiers because 
surveillance missions

often involve high
risks and require a

high degree of
stealthiness. 
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Hence, the ability to deploy unmanned surveil-
lance missions, by using wireless sensor networks, is of
great practical importance for the military and security
organizations. Threats are no longer just bands or or-
ganized groups of  hostile humans but perhaps also un-
manned vehicles operating below, on and over land’s or
water’s surface, or furthermore radiological, biological
or chemical agents dispersed from, regular size down to
nanoscale, containers.

This great variety of  potential threats dictates on
one hand a forward placement of  a proportional vari-
ety of  specialized sensors on the other hand a need for
deployment of  redundant and robust networks of  com-
munications able to withstand decimation and still trans-
mit an early warning. Such networks we call hereby
Security Grids and visualize them as having the follow-
ing characteristics:

1. Local Target Signature Fusion – A target is
usually detected simultaneously from its multiple signa-
tures (RF, acoustic, IR, EO) by sensors with different
max ranges and detection thresholds. A Grid possesses
distributed intelligence able to perform signature track
fusion and transmission to HQ 

2. Even tasking among nodes: Signal processing
and routing should be spread evenly among the nodes in
order to avoid bottlenecks and early exhaustion of  busy
nodes.

3. Robust fault tolerance: Failure of  one node
should not affect the accessibility of  other nodes. The
grid should be robust enough to bypass a certain per-
centage of  jammed up nodes.

4. Minimize traffic: Queries for the locations of
nearby nodes should be satisfied within the neighbor-
hood. A central location server should be avoided, be-
cause a node distant to the server needs to go a long way
to find a node that may actually be very close. Local so-
lutions have the additional advantage of  allowing the
network to operate in the presence of  partitions.

5. Warrant scalability: The per node storage and
communication costs should grow as a small function
of  the total number of  nodes.

In Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO),
most sensors should be boarded on moving, sailing or
flying platforms, therefore the element of  motion adds
an extra burden with respect to adequate linking of  sen-
sors with nodes and calls for dynamically adaptive solu-

tions in order to assure uninterrupted area coverage.
Wireless signal propagation issues play pivotal role in the
original network planning and design and all available
wireless network architectures are employed to provide
alternative routing and data flow handling in the pres-
ence of  adversities not encountered by purely civilian
ad-hoc networks. No terrestrial node can reach deep in
the open seas, therefore UAV relay platforms can be a
low cost solution when LEO Satellite coverage is inad-
equate or unavailable.

A MIO forward deployed surveillance network
first needs to address the issues of  Target Localization
and Tracking. Protocols for integrated target surveillance
from a neighboring swarm of  sensors can be run locally
in a master node to optimize tracking handovers of
highly agile targets between nodes. An example of  such
protocol is AESOP (An Emergent-Surveillance-Plexus
Self-Organizing Protocol) [3]

Dominant COTS solutions today are the 3G
mobile networks and the WIMAX IEEE 802.16 net-
works. The emergence of  WiMAX as an industry stan-
dard provides a backbone to Multi-hop Relay
Specification (IEEE 802.16j, 2009)

Positioning
MIO applications of  sensor and ad hoc networks re-
quire knowledge of  geographic positions of  all or just
some of  the sensor nodes. Multihop geometric routing
can use positional information to pass packets efficiently
to target nodes. Tasks like sniffing illegal substance or
activity levels in a certain area can only be fulfilled, if
each sensor node knows its geographic position or at
least an approximation of  it. Attaching a GPS to each
sensor node is an undesirable solution, since GPS hard-
ware is quite costly and bulky, compared to the miniature
size of  small sniffer nodes. Furthermore, the detection
of  GPS signals might be disturbed when there is no di-
rect LOS to the satellites due to natural obstacles or



there is hostile GPS jamming. Thus, there may be a need
to obtain the positions of  sensor nodes, just from the
network structure, without each sensor node being
equipped with GPS. There exist various approaches.
Some require knowledge of  the position of  a few sen-
sor nodes (landmark or anchor nodes).  Every other sen-
sor determines its position by tri (multi) -lateration by
estimating distances to anchor nodes through a ranging
process that leverages the facilities already present on a
wireless node, in particular, the radio communication de-
vice. 
Other approaches have no need of  absolute positions
at all, they just compute virtual coordinates instead. The
latter are coordinates that do not try to exactly mirror
the original coordinates but rather aim to yet improve
algorithms that rely on positional information because,
for geometric routing, this has been shown to be suffi-
cient [2]. The approaches can be further subdivided into
methods where each sensor node needs to know (a) only
its neighbors, or (b) the distance to all of  its neighbors
or (c) the angle between each two of  its neighbors.

Conclusion

This decade will see the conversion of  the sparse today’s
networks into dense grids of  multiple alternative sen-
sors and communication entities connecting informa-
tion producing, processing and “consuming” agents.
The commercial sector will be a leading force because of
the huge funding available, therefore the underfunded
military and security sector has to follow and take ad-
vantage of  COTS market, appropriately modifying
equipment and systems for its needs.
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Fig 1. UAV mini helo with the LLNL Sensor onboard
during test flights in NMIOTC’s premises
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NMIOTC BOARDING TEAM NMIOTC BOARDING TEAM 
TRAINING SIMULATION DEFINITION TRAINING SIMULATION DEFINITION 

by LtCdr D. Filiagkos GRC (N)

Overview

In our days many governments and international
organizations are concerned about the rise of  smug-
gling, piracy and Weapons of  Mass Destruction (WMD)
proliferation through seaways of  transportation. United
Nations, European Union, NATO and solemn nations
have undertaken the initiative to eliminate those inci-
dents or at least keep them at a low rate level. One of  the
most common counter measures is the formation of
Combined Task Forces (CTF) with the mission to pa-
trol and protect sea transport in areas with high rate of
incidents.

Naval Unit’s mission in MIO
The role of  a naval unit operating in a CTF

group is to maintain maritime security of  a specific ge-
ographic area through surveillance and law enforcement.
The most common tasks that a naval unit under patrol
must conduct in order to determine that a suspect ves-
sel is in compliance or in violation of  the stated reason
and also to collect intelligence regarding activities tak-
ing place in the area of  responsibility are: situational
awareness acquisition, interrogation, approach, stopping,
boarding, inspection, evidence collection, diversion and
seizure. 

NMIOTC practical training of  a naval unit
NMIOTC offers practical training to both com-

mand teams and boarding teams of  naval units operating
in MIO operations. Commencing practical training for a
naval unit is a very expensive procedure from many po-
ints of  view, it takes a lot of  human resources for pre-
paration and execution, it is very difficult to organize
and it requires trainees with some degree of  familiariza-

tion in the doctrine of  MIO operations. On the other
hand practical training is the closest training to real ope-
ration. It gives the trainees the opportunity to have real
hands-on experience and apply theoretical knowledge
into practice.   It is becoming obvious that the only way
to have a really productive, efficient and cost effective
practical training is by having trainees familiar with pro-
cedures and tactics in advance, so that practical training
will start from a more advanced level than it would nor-
mally start. 

The gap in training
The question now is how theoretical training will

deliver trainees into a more advanced level, in time? The
answer is through simulation. The simulation is the sui-
table solution that bridges the gap between theoretical
and practical training. 

Training MIO Simulator
NMIOTC has recently incorporated into trai-

ning the “Training MIO Simulator” which is a simula-
tion capable of  providing the trainees the opportunity to
put the theoretical ideas, procedures, tactics and termi-
nology into action. It is mentioned for the command
teams of  the naval units.
Training MIO Simulator is designed and developed by
NMIOTC tailored to MIO operations. It is currently
used to bridge the gap between the theoretical course
series 1000 “Command Team MIO issues” and course
4000 series which is Naval Unit’s Final Tactical Exercise.
In course 4000 among others is evaluated the command
team’s ability to plan and execute MIO operations.

The simulator is consisted of  five isolated rooms
(cubicles) capable to train up to five command teams of
thee members respectively. Command teams of  more
than three members can be split to two cubicles. In such
a case one cubicle takes the role of  the naval unit’s
bridge while the other takes the role of  the operations
room. 

Cubicle
Each cubicle normally is able to simulate all the

functions of  a naval unit (ownship) that is conducting
MIO operations. The role of  the command teams in the
simulation is to control every aspect of  the ownship
speed, course, voice communications, MIO message re-
ports, boarding team, assets like RHIB helicopter in



order to carry out successfully an MIO operation in the
context of  the scenario.

The cubicle is currently equipped with two com-
puters. Each computer can be assigned a role of  an ow-
nship’s compartment like bridge or operations room
while both computers provide to the command team
tactical picture of  the scenario area. The computer si-
mulating the bridge is able to control the ownship’s co-
urse, speed and assets (RHIB or helicopter) during the
scenario. The computer with the role of  the operations
room can send and receive MIO report messages, and
communicate through a simulated VHF radio with other
ships in the area, like merchant vessels, other naval units
including the CTF commanding unit, as well as with the
boarding team.   

Simulation
The command team members are given an OP-

TASK MIO that describes in detail the mission in the si-
mulation scenario, what are the objectives, the Rules Of
Engagement (ROE) and other directions in order to
carry out their mission safely.  The command team
members are operating the cubicle computers to con-
trol their ownship, get acquisition of  the tactical picture
of  the area, and report to the Commanding Officer
(CO) of  the command team. The CO as in real life is
responsible for command team actions and decision ma-
king.

All aspects of  simulation are controlled by in-
structors from a control room. Instructors can change
the tactical picture at runtime by controlling each tar-
get’s speed and course, inject new targets, responding as
merchant vessel master in the VHF radio calls or res-
ponding in MIO report messages as CTF commander,
approving ROEs etc. 

The simulation helps the trainees to apply theory
received in classroom in efficiently conducting all pha-
ses of  an MIO operation. The most important thing in
the training procedure from pedagogical point of  view

is for the trainees to be able to link their actions in si-
mulation back to theory. In this way they will be able to
better justify their choices. 

MIO phases
The first stage of  the play into the simulation is

for the command team to get situational awareness. Ac-
hieving situational awareness is a puzzle of  many pieces
of  information that the command team must fit toget-
her to create the big picture. First of  all it is important
for the command team to deeply understand the  
OPTASK MIO. OPTASK MIO among other informa-
tion contains valuable intelligence for the mission. Anot-
her piece of  information is the tactical picture and AIS
information about the targets in the area of  responsibi-

lity. Information about suspicious targets is also ex-
changed through MIO message reports, or radio
communication between the naval units of  the CTF. Si-
tuational awareness is something that is built during the
early stage of  the simulation and is needed for the com-
mand team to give priorities. 

Typically the next stage is to conduct hailing to
the merchant vessels in the area of  responsibility and
gather information to be double checked with existing
information. In case discrepancies found the command
team should further investigate the target. This is done
in the simulation through a simulated VHF Radio inter-
face. The responding merchant vessel master is an in-
structor who according to the scenario is willing to
answer to questions or sometimes he is not cooperative
at all. 

The command team can escalate their actions according
to the scenario and request a suspect vessel to accept a
boarding team that will further investigate the vessel, or
issue warning shots to make the vessel to stop or change
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course, or even use disabling fire in case a pirate attack.
In every step of  this escalation the command team must
be very careful about their actions and request ROE ap-
proval by the CTF commander or higher wherever ne-
eded to fulfill their mission.

During the boarding phase the command team
communicates with the boarding officer who is curren-
tly one of  the instructors but he can certainly be one of
the naval unit’s crew members. The boarding officer re-

ports back to the command team in timely fashion about
findings in the on board searching. In the near future a
real VHF radio will be installed in at least one of  the cu-
bicles to give the opportunity to the command team to
get co-trained with the naval unit’s boarding team in the
Souda bay. In that way the command team in the simu-
lator will communicate with the boarding officer who
will be on board a RHIB (in NMIOTC there are three
available) heading for the suspect vessel which may be
training ship that is used for boarding team training (ex.
HS ARIS) or any other  ship in the bay.  

After the boarding phase the command team in
the simulator must decide what to do with the investi-
gated vessel (continue its course or get diverted to anot-
her destination) and forward boarding report messages
to CTF commander. 

Currently there are scenarios with escalated
events for operations Active Endeavour and Ocean Shi-
eld as well as new add-in for Unified Protector. The
Training MIO Simulator can be utilized for:

• Course 1000 series “Command Team MIO Is-
sues” where the trainees can exercise the basic princip-
les of  MIO operations, 
• Course 5000 “Maritime Operations Termi-
nology   Course” where the trainees can exercise MIO
terminology in voice communications and MIO messa-
ges, 
• Course 6000 “WMD in MIO”, where trainees
can exercise advanced WMD issues in MIO, 
• Course 7000 “Training in Counter Piracy”
where trainees deal with more counter piracy issues.

The usage of  Training MIO Simulator so far has
been very promising. The trainee’s comments are very
encouraging to further develop and utilize the simula-
tor. The simulator is a tool that keeps the trainees im-
mersed offering the appropriate environment for them
to put all MIO principles in the right order to better un-
derstand, execute and experiment on MIO operations.

LtCDR D. Filiagos graduated the Hellenic Naval
Academy in 1995 and has served in various Hellenic ships (de-
stroyers, submarines, frigates), mainly on frigates as a staff  officer.
He has received a Masters degree in Computer Science and a Mas-
ters degree in Modeling Virtual Environments and Simulation
from Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey California. He is
currently Head of  Modeling and Simulation department of
NMIOTC.
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NMIOTC SIMULATION FOR LIBYA OPSNMIOTC SIMULATION FOR LIBYA OPS

NMIOTC RESPONDS TO NMIOTC RESPONDS TO 
CURRENT OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTSCURRENT OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

by Lt D. Ciobanita, Romanian Navy

In response to current operational training
needs and to support the “pre-deployment” tailored
training, NMIOTC has developed new simulation sce-
narios in accordance with the real-life operations possi-
ble incidents.

NMIOTC MIO simulator is available to train
Command Teams and Staff  Officers in MIO proce-
dures. The trainees can play the role of  MIO command
teams or MIO Commanders of  a Task Group by con-
trolling their ships (ownship) and conducting all the nec-
essary acts in the context of  a computer assisted MIO
scenario, in order to fulfill their mission. The MIO sim-
ulator controllers are capable to control the movement
of  the targets in the area of  operations, play the role of
merchant vessels master, play the higher authority role
and also play the boarding team role.

Additionally NMIOTC Simulation team has cre-
ated a “Libya embargo” simulation which offers to the
participants the opportunity to practice Maritime Inter-
diction Operations in support of  Arms Embargo oper-
ations. The simulation scenarios are similar with those
being executed during the Operation UNIFIED PRO-
TECTOR. 

At start, the scenario is addressing one merchant
vessel carrying duel -use materials which are subject for
interdiction. Secondly is referring to a fishing vessel
which is trying covertly to transfer weapons and related

materials and at the same time the simulation operational
picture allows the participants to familiarize with the
traffic in the operational area. 

Apart from this last addition to NMIOTC’s sim-
ulation war gaming NMIOTC also offers counter -
piracy scenarios which have been built based on Oper-
ation Atalanta and Operation Ocean Shield reports.
They have different levels of  difficulty starting from the
very basic level (hailing procedures) and reach advanced
areas like the use of  Rules of  Engagements in order to
stop a fast attack incoming pirate skiff.  Specifically, there
are scenarios referring to one non-cooperative dhow
supporting pirate activities  or involvement of  a pirate
skiff  which is trying to attack a humanitarian vessel.

NMIOTC’s endeavour is to continue develop-
ing simulation scenarions in accordance with the opera-
tional requirements of  the ongoing NATO, UN and EU
operations. Developing fictionalized simulated scenar-
ios similar to those in real life is always a challenge that
makes our “simulation lives” here in NMIOTC produc-
tive and efficient.

Lieutenant Decebal CIOBANITA ROU (N) 
is Staff  Officer NMIOTC Exercise Planning Section. Since, July
2008. He has graduated from Romanian Naval Academy in
2000 and served onboard Romanian Minewarfare ships as well
as staff  officer. From 2002 to 2008, he has participated into nu-
merous NATO courses and exercises. He is the NMIOTC ap-
pointed simulation officer / instructor building scenarios for various
activities / operations for NMIOTC Simulation purposes. 
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ADVANCED DISTRIBUTED LEARNING ADVANCED DISTRIBUTED LEARNING 
IN MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS - IN MARITIME INTERDICTION OPERATIONS - 

“JUST IN TIME, JUST ENOUGH AND JUST WHEN I NEED IT”  “JUST IN TIME, JUST ENOUGH AND JUST WHEN I NEED IT”  

by Mr Paul  THURKETTLE, 
Allied Command Transformation 

The statements above refer to the modern ap-
proach expected of  our NATO military and civilian
staff  for their education and individual training (E&IT)
needs in NATO.  This cost effective approach defining
the real immediate needs of  our NATO officers de-
ploying into operations, exercises as well as normal
peacetime establishments, is the new approach to a
transformational, efficient NATO.

One education and training area that is well
suited to this approach is Advanced Distributed Learn-
ing (ADL).  Although the term ADL refers to a specific
technical standard, in NATO it covers all aspects of
Electronic Learning (eLearning) from pure online
courses self-paced courses, blended learning mixing on-
line and classroom to new areas such as virtual worlds or
serious gaming. Mandated by the Military Committee

and given to Allied Command Transformation (ACT) to
develop the capability, ADL has now been available in
NATO for four years. 

Since its inception, the demand for ADL courses
is growing as the ease and capability of  this service be-
comes further well known and accepted.  ACT currently
support over 10 hours of  ISAF pre-deployment courses
as well as support to exercises and NATO Education
and Training Facilities (NETF’s), and have had over
15,000 students use the service. 

Development of  ADL courseware is always a
challenge, to ensure the content is accurate, relevant and
presented in a way that the student can fully understand
and remember. ADL is also very similar to a movie. Due
the work involved in preparing for online delivery, the
course must be fully planned and checked prior to final
development. Once the course is built, (unlike a class-
room pilot course) it is very hard (and expensive) to
modify and re-author.  Therefore the planning and ini-
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tial phases are very important as well as the Subject Mat-
ter Expert (SME) involvement.  

ADL was originally developed by the United
States government to ensure all electronic training met
set standards to ensure interoperability and common de-
velopment methods. It was quickly accepted as a world-
wide standard and now commercial, academic and
military developers use the SCORM (Sharable Content
Object Reference Model) standard for their online
course development. SCORM allows for two major im-
provements in eLearning course development.  The first
is the ability to take elements of  a course (SCO’s) and
reuse them in other courses and the second is the capa-
bility to package a course and then deliver it to any
Learning Management System which is SCORM com-
pliant. Once loaded the course will “work out of  the
box” with no modifications or reformatting required.
This allows institutions, nations and NATO to share
courses with minimal adjustment and thus saves dupli-
cation of  work and reduces development time. 

Recently NMIOTC hosted an ADL Cooperative
Development Team training event, which prepares
NATO education and training facilities, nations and
partner nations to fully understand the process involved
in ADL from “cradle to grave”. The 44 students from 13
nations over three days received a comprehensive

overview of  the process and participated in a practical
exercise which resulted in teams of  three designing, au-
thoring and presenting to the group their own course
on the chosen topic of  IED Awareness. Participants
were artificially challenged with real life situations like
manpower limitations, resources, SME’s, hard timelines
and hardware/software requirements. 

The course was sponsored by Allied Command
Transformation with instructor support from the Swiss
International Relations and Security Network, United
States Joint Forces Command and the United States
ADL Co-lab. NMIOTC provided the infrastructure to
run the course as well as many participants. 

NMIOTC have a strong interest in continuing
and enhancing their eLearnng development as it can pre-
pare students prior to arrival and thus enable the class
time to focus more on syndicate and instructor question
and answer sessions. NMIOTC are also working with
ACT on new technology to create a virtual environment
where students can train and rehearse their practical
exams in simulated situations.  

Mr Paul Thurkettle is a Senior Advisor in ACT’s ADL
department and can be reached at Paul.Thurkettle@act.nato.int
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NMIOTC’S NEXT ATP 71 WORKSHOPNMIOTC’S NEXT ATP 71 WORKSHOP

by Lt Georgios Mantzouris, GRC (N)
NMIOTC’s Doctrine Development 

In this century, Maritime Security is one of  the
most key issues related to economy, environment, home-
land security, transportation etc for all countries even if
they don’t have coasts. The rising piracy threat in the
open seas showed the horrifying face of  terrorism to the
humanity once more. Therefore to live in a peaceful
world, every one of  us has to think what can be done in
contribution to Maritime Security.

As NMIOTC, we work on issues related to Mar-
itime security and we support doctrinal development of
MIO document of  NATO, ATP 71. In order to sustain
today’s operational requirements, the third ATP-71
Workshop is going to be executed from 7th to 9th Sep-
tember 2011, in NMIOTC’s facilities.

In the previous workshop everybody who had
participated added to the working group an active and
fruitful cooperation . NMIOTC’s Staff  Officers initiated
the procedure of  presenting and discussing the
NMIOTC’s change proposals along with the participants
from Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain and
USA. During the workshop nations change proposals
were also discussed.

As NMIOTC, we anticipate that in the coming
third  ATP - 71 workshop new and in depth change pro-
posals will improve the accuracy of  ATP-71 publication
and make contributions to the Maritime Interdiction
Operations. The discussions over proposals will consist

of  the issues that are related to todays technological and
operational requirements that are being experienced in
the ongoing NATO Maritime Operations. 
NMIOTC at this moment is in the process of  evaluat-
ing the material in ATP - 71 document and during June
2011 will upload to MAROPS Working Group forum in
NSA’s site all the recommended change proposals that
are going to be discussed in the next MAROPS WG
which is going to be held in NMIOTC in January 2012.

For NMIOTC updating ATP-71 document is of
utmost importance due to the fact that the most pre-
cious contribution to Maritime Security is to feed board-
ing and other officers in the field of  the maritime arena,
with information that depicts the real operational envi-
ronment needs. This is our goal and we are dedicated to
pursue it.

Lt  G. Mantzouris H.N. graduated the Hellenic
Naval Academy in 1998 and has served in various Greek
Frigates as Communications, and Chief  Electronics Officer. He
has attended the British Comms and Instructional Courses and is
a Naval Postgraduate School graduate with two Masters in Sys-
tems Engineering and in Astronautical Engineering with distinc-
tions. He is a Ph.D. Canditate in the Polytechnic University of
Thrace in the Electronics Engineering Department studying de-
sign of  microsatellites. He is now serving in NMIOTC as MIO
instructor and as a staff  officer  in Naval Doctrine and Experi-
mentation section, under the Transformation Directorate. He is
married with Argyro Vergetaki and has two sons and one daugh-
ter.

ATP-71 Warkshop in NMIOTC during 2010
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TERRORISTS, MARITIME TERRORISTS AND PIRATES: TERRORISTS, MARITIME TERRORISTS AND PIRATES: 
HOW SIMILAR ARE THEY?HOW SIMILAR ARE THEY?

by   Professor Anastasios M. Tamis, 
Notre Dame University, Perth, Australia and
Lt JG C. Ntinias H.N., M.Sc student 

In today’s global environment, R.Robertson
states that ‘’ Globalization is best thought of  as the
growing interconnectedness in the world. It is the result
of  a series of  historical processes (economic, political,
and cultural) through which the world has become com-
pressed and which have led to awareness that the world
has become a single place’’(Lecture notes,2009) Many
challenges have occurred; one of  these called transna-
tional security challenges which poses serious and dy-
namic challenges to national and international security.
The causes are the increase in acts of  terrorism and
piracy over the last few years. In this article we will ap-
proach to answer the question ‘’Terrorism and specifi-
cally Maritime Terrorism and Piracy: Are they the
same?’’ 

Terrorism has been described variously within
the academic community with no one consensual agree-
ment. Defining the notion of  terrorism is a complex
process open to deliberation and subjective interpreta-
tion, as it is dependent on individual view points (ideol-
ogy, motivation) and belief  systems as well as
experiences. Despite this, there are elements in common
among the majority of  useful definitions. Terrorism in-
volves (1) Political act (2) Psychological effect (‘’terror’’)
(3) Violence (4) Organized Groups (5) Deliberation
(planned and intended to achieve particular goals).
Weimann states that ‘’Terrorism is an ethereal Philoso-
phy, and terrorist actors engage in terrorism for a vari-
ety of  purposes, motivations, and ideologies’’ (Weimann,
2006.pp.20).

As far as Piracy is concerned, the International
Maritime Bureau (IBM) defines it broadly as ‘’ an act of
boarding or attempting to board any ship with the in-
tent to commit theft or any other crime and with the in-
tent or capability to use force in the furtherance of  that
act’’. Piracy becomes the result of  a balance between ex-
pected gains from piracy, and expected losses from
working as pirates, as perceived by potential pirates. Peo-
ple engage in piracy because they benefit more from it
than from other alternative activities; either because
there are no choices (lack of  work opportunities) or be-

cause the benefits that can be achieved by piracy are far
greater than trying to seek for work opportunities in a
foreign country. This is enforced in conjunction with the
fact that the state and its institutions are so weak or may
have collapsed to the extent that piracy remains unpun-
ished. 

In today’s society it is common and logical for
one to compare terrorism and piracy, mainly in the field
of  the methods employed to achieve the desired aims.
Their methods include acts of  violence, murder, intim-
idation. However, in fact they are totally different as far
as motivation and aims are concerned.

The main aim of  a pirate these days is to pro-
cure money and wealth in general via robbing ships and
murdering people. There is no political motive in the ac-
tions of  a pirate; and that is the main difference between
a pirate and a terrorist.

A terrorist’s actions always
have a political motive rather than
a personal benefit or gain as in the
case of  a pirate. A terrorist will
willingly sacrifice his life in the
name of  a religion, a political idea
or cause. To achieve this terrorists
use intimidation and violence to-
wards their victims.

Another difference between pirates and terror-
ists is the way they target their victims and the means
they use to attack. Pirates target ships at sea or at an-
chorage and try to board them. Having done so they in-
timidate and even murder the crew in order to rob them
and gain wealth for themselves, however without sacri-
ficing their own lives in the process. On the contrary,
terrorists are organized, some of  them extending their
network in more than one regions, and have always car-
ried out a study plan before attacking. This aids them in
achieving their goals whatever the cost might be. Suicide
attackers are a form of  terrorists; they are willing and
motivated to die for their beliefs.
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Furthermore, whereas pirates “work” within a
limited number of  people, terrorists aim at recruiting as
many new members as possible, even worldwide, in
order for them to achieve their purpose. In doing so the
latter aim in making themselves and their goals known
worldwide, whereas pirates prefer to remain unknown.
According to the Council for Security Cooperation in
the Asia-Pacific (CSCAP), maritime terrorism refers to
the undertaking of  terrorists acts and activities (1) within
the marine environment, (2) using or against vessels or
fixed platforms at sea or in port, or against any one of
their passengers or personnel, (3) against coastal facili-
ties or settlements, including tourist resort, port areas,
and port town or cities. Consequently, the above men-
tioned definition has the same conceptual dimension
with the definition of  terrorism in general, with the mere
exception that it is located in practical or symbolic di-
mensions such as perpetrators (shipping workers), tar-
gets (cruise and military ships, ports etc), location
(within or out of  territorial waters, geographical narrow
seas), tactics (suicide boats, bombs). 

In conclusion, although terrorists in general or
maritime terrorists may occasionally do piracy, that is
temporary and merely to finance their organization and
sustain their goals. Thus, despite the fact that the means
that both terrorists and pirates use, are more or less sim-
ilar, their aims, motivations and ideology as analyzed
above, differ greatly.

Professor Anastasios Tamis was born in Thessa-
lonice, Greece. He arrived in Australia in 1971. He  has been ap-
pointed Head of  the Department of  Hellenic Studies
(1992-1997), inaugural Director of  the National Centre for
Hellenic Studies and Research (NCHSR) (1997-2008), founder
and inaugural Convenor of  the Dardalis Archives of  the Hellenic
Diaspora (1992-2008) and inaugural President of  the Aus-
tralian Institute for Macedonian Studies (1986-2009), Professor
and Academic Post-graduate Co-ordinator, University of  Notre
Dame, Australia (2009). Professor A. Tamis has been interna-
tionally acknowledged as a world authority in Greek Sociolin-
guistics and the history of  Greek migration and settlement. He is
also considered as the expert scholar on the Hellenic Diaspora and
the State of  the Greek Language in a Language Contact situation.

LtJG C. Ntinias H.N. graduated the Hellenic
Naval Academy in 2000 and has served in various Hellenic ships
(Destroyer, Fast Patrol Ship, Frigates), mainly on frigates as a
staff  officer. He has received a psychology bachelor degree from the
Panteion University of  Athens (2007) and he is an M.Sc  of
the University of  Notre Dame in Australia. His current research
deals with the working environment on a frigate and leadership is-
sues (psychological factors affecting a MIO team). He is currently
serving at the frigate  HS Bouboulina as a staff  officer.
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by Professor F. Papoulias, NPS and 
Lt C. Angelopoulos, MsC student

Modern piracy and small boat attack opera-
tions involve swarms of  vehicles that operate in a co-
herent, coordinated way. Effective countermeasures
must take into account and incorporate the swarm char-
acteristics of  the vehicles in use as best as possible. To
this effect, it is necessary to study the formation stabil-
ity properties of  a string of  vehicles and see how they
might change from single vehicle studies. Knowledge of
their dynamic properties will allow the development of
more effective preventive actions.

The phenomenon that is known as string insta-
bility is well known in a platoon of  cars moving forward.
It is also known that individual marine vehicles can ex-
perience a similar instability phenomenon, which arises
from dynamic interactions between vehicle guidance and
control laws. 

One of  the main objec-
tives of  vehicle formation control
is to increase traffic flow capacity
and coordination of  traffic lanes. 

A basic concept is the formation of  platoons or
strings of  vehicles. A string is a group of  automated ve-
hicles that maintain a tight spacing between themselves.
In a string, each vehicle must safely follow its predeces-
sor at a given distance. The control system must guar-
antee the stability of  all vehicles travelling together in
the string. The stability of  groups of  interconnected sys-
tems is known as string stability. 

To analyze the string stability problem, we con-
sider two vessels moving in a string with constant speed
at a straight line commanded path. One or both vessels
can deviate from the commanded path due to external
disturbances such as a big wave, and this can lead to
string instability phenomena.

The study of  equations (eigenvalues) of  the sys-
tem reveals the local stability properties of  the string.
Especially, the characteristic equation of  the system is
appeared to be the product of  the following two equa-
tions

These equations are of  the form of  the charac-
teristic equation for the case that one only vessel trying
to move in the commanded path. 

This conclusion lets us to consider that the
eigenvalues of  the original equation are the roots of
these two equations, i.e. the eigenvalues for the case that
the two vessels independently trying to follow the com-
manded path. This means that string stability is estab-
lished if  and only if  both vessels have stability with the
assumption they move independently, and we can always
study the stability properties of  a string of  two vessels
by studying the vessels separately.

Another basic conclusion is that as natural fre-
quency ωn, damping ratio ζ ,or both are increased, the
stability area expands, i.e. stability is established for
smaller distances between vessels. These are presented in
the following diagrams.

Prof. F. Papoulias is a Professor in Naval Post-
graduate School, in Mechanical Engineering Department. He is
also a Professor in total ship engineering track, dealing primarily
with research, related to Maritime Security.

Lt. C. Angelopoulos is a master student in Me-
chanical Engineering Department of  Naval Postgraduate School,
currently working on his thesis on vehicle string stability problems
in the maritime environment. He graduated the Hellenic Naval
Academy as an engineer officer and has sailed onboard frigates
performing all duties appointed to his rank and up to a second en-
gineer. Also, he has attended and graduated from related engineers
courses in US.

MARITIME VEHICLES STRING INSTABILITY – MARITIME VEHICLES STRING INSTABILITY – 
A FUTURISTIC INNOVATIVE CONCEPT A FUTURISTIC INNOVATIVE CONCEPT 
FOR COUNTER PIRACY OPERATIONSFOR COUNTER PIRACY OPERATIONS
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Figure 1.  
A family of  curves for ζ=0,8 and ωn2=0.5ωn

Stability curves are drawn for ωn2 to 4.5 and with step  0.5

Figure 2.  
A family of  curves for the first vessel for different

damping ratios from 0.4 to 1.2 and step 0.2. 
Natural frequency ωn1 varies in the range  of  1-4.5

Figure 3.  
A family of  curves for the second vessel for

different damping ratios from 0.4 to 1.2 and step 0.2.
Natural frequency ωn1 varies in the range 1-4.5 

and ωn2 in the range of   0.5-2.25
*



By Prof. Nikitas Nikitakos,
Dr. Evangelos Mennis, 
Dr. Ioannis N. Lagoudis
Department of  Shipping Trade and Transport, 

University of  the Aegean, Chios - Greece

& Prof. Agapios Platis
Department of  Information and Communication Sys-

tems Engineering, University of  the Aegean, Samos - Greece

Part of  this paper was presented during ESREL 2011, in Estoril Portugal.

In this paper we try to improve the security con-
ditions, which should be followed by a ship while being
under a pirate or terrorist attack. Experience has shown
that a cargo ship sustains one pirate attack per day and
there are increased probabilities to sustain a terrorist one.
This is also supported by the statistics provided by ICC
(2002) where pirate attacks are presented to have tripled
in a decade. We developed a generic Markov model,
which represents the different states in which a ship gets
during the attack. We chose Markov models to compare
with Fault trees and FMECA.

We aim at the examination of  the optimum so-
lution for a maritime company in order to decrease the
extent of  hazard. Should the ship follow the safety reg-
ulation during the whole trip by raising the cost or is it
better to adapt it in proportion to the case by getting in
a vulnerable state when the attack probability is de-
creased? 

Initially a definition of  piracy and terrorism is
given which is followed by a reference to the system the-
ory which is the basis for our modelling methodologies.
The presentation of  the model follows with the out-
comes and recommendations resulting from the study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Prior to the analysis of  the methodology and the

model adopted for this study it is critical to define and
differentiate between piracy and terrorism

PIRACY AND TERRORISM
The International Maritime Organization (IMO)

distinguishes between piracy and armed robbery against
ships. In the draft Code of  Practice for the Investiga-
tion of  Crimes of  Piracy and Armed Robbery Against
Ships, piracy is defined as follows:

“Definition of  Piracy consists of  any of  the fol-

lowing acts: 
(a) any illegal acts of  violence or detention, or

any act of  depredation, committed for private ends by
the crew or the passengers of  a private ship or a private
aircraft, and directed: 

i) on the high seas, against another ship or air-
craft, or against persons or property on board such ship
or aircraft; 

ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in
a place outside the jurisdiction of  any State

(b) any act of  voluntary participation in the op-
eration of  a ship or of  an aircraft with knowledge of
facts making it a pirate ship or aircraft

(c) any act of  inciting or of  intentionally facili-
tating an act described in subparagraph (a) or (b)” (ICC,
2002).

In the same draft Code of  Practice, armed rob-
bery against ships is defined as follows:

“Armed Robbery Against Ships means any un-
lawful act of  violence or detention or any act of  depre-
dation, or threat thereof, other than an act of  “piracy”,
directed against a ship or against persons or property on
board such ship, within a State’s jurisdiction over such
offences (ICC, 2002).”

Contrary to piracy, maritime terrorism is not well
characterized and can occur anywhere. According to
White and Wydajewski (2002) potential terrorist attacks
include:
 Taking hostages aboard cruise liners or ferries
(e.g. hostage incident and murder aboard the Achille
Lauro in the mid-80’s)
 Deliberate sinkings or groundings of  vessels to
block harbors and/or channels
 Using ships as kinetic energy weapons to destroy
other ships, bridges, port facilities, etc.
 Emptying tankers of  their liquid cargo to create
eco-disasters
 Conducting homicide bombings of  ships (e.g.
USS Cole incident) and port facilities
 Using ships to transport and perhaps detonate
weapons of  mass destruction and weapons of  mass dis-
ruption.

SYSTEMS THEORY
Systems theory has been around in modern lit-

erature for more than 50 years. Its thinking is based on
being systemic or thinking of  entities, situations, prob-

IMPROVING FORMAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT IMPROVING FORMAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
IN SHIPPING TRANSPORTATIONIN SHIPPING TRANSPORTATION
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lems as a complex of  interacting parts, which can be di-
vided up into specific systems and subsystems. The phi-
losophy behind systems thinking is that a system should
be structured and created so as to achieve the required
emergent properties (IEE, 1993). 

Problem-solving applications of  systems think-
ing have been categorized into “hard” and “soft”.
“Hard” are those systems that have objectives and prob-
lems that are or can be well defined, relationships which
can be accurately depicted and where qualification is
possible. “Soft” systems are those with ill-structured ob-
jectives and problems, which aid decision-making
(Checkland, 1981). In general terms systems theory in-
tends, via the understanding, simplification and analysis
of  certain problems and situations, to assist as a deci-
sion-making tool. It has been used in various disciplines
such as biology (von Bertalanffy, 1962), wel-
fare (Gould, 1993) and logistics (Gomes and
Mentzer, 1988). The viable System Method
applied by Beer (1966) in cybernetics, Control
Theory developed by Ashby (1966) in his
homeostatic approach, Soft Systems Method-
ology by Checkland and Scholes (1999), Input-
Output analysis by Parnaby (1979), General
System Theory by von Bertalanffy (1962) and
Process Modelling (Waters, 1996) are some of
the methodologies which have appeared in lit-
erature over the last fifty years.

According to Watson (1994) for a
business system engineering program to suc-
ceed it should follow the “understand – doc-
ument – simplify – optimize” (UDSO)
engineering cycle. A number of  similar meth-
ods exist as presented in Table 1 illustrating
their applicability in different industrial sectors
(Naim et al., 2002).

MARKOV THEORY
Markov process theory is one of  the

most fruitful branches of  stochastic science.
It is possible to compute the dynamics se-
quentially in terms of  the current state, the
state transition rule (differential equation), and
the time increment in appropriate units. The
theory of  Markov processes is a high-level
mathematical discipline
The state-space method is a useful method for
system reliability evaluation. A system is de-
scribed by its states and by possible transitions
between these states. The system states and
the possible transitions are illustrated by a
state-space diagram, which is also known as a
Markov diagram. The various system states are
defined by the states of  the components com-

prising the system. By the state-space method the com-
ponents are not restricted to having only two possible
states. The components may have a number of  different
states such as functioning, derated, in standby, com-
pletely failed, and under maintenance. The various fail-
ure modes may also be defined as states. The transitions
between the states are caused by various mechanisms
and activities such as failures, repairs, replacements, and
switching operations. The state-space method is not re-
stricted to only two possible states of  the components.
The method can be used to model rather complicated
repair and switching strategies. Common cause failures
may also be modeled by the state-space method. 

The use of  the Markov techniques within the
scope of  FSA intents to adopt realistic, detailed proba-
bilistic models for further carrying out of  sensitivity
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analysis owing to these techniques:
 - The repairs of  the components can be taken
into account
 - The reliability and availability computations can
be carried out
 - The normal/standby operating sequences and,
more generally, all the changes in the configuration of
the system under study can be considered
 - Multi-step system operating sequences can be
taken into account
In addition, the sequential computation of  a graph al-
lows the visualization of  the progress of  alternate fail-
ures and repairs as time passes, leading to system failure,
and the computation of  the probability of  measures
being taken before the complete loss of  the system. On
the other hand, using Markov techniques is uneasy due
to the complexity of  the graphs to be processed in case
of  complex systems. The techniques applied for state
aggregation, which aim at the minimization of  the num-
ber of  states or sequential computations in order to
build simplify the graph, generally permit the problem to
be reduced to a reasonable size. The association of  costs
with each state allows the access to performability mod-
elling.

FMECA
The Failure Mode Effects and Critical Analysis

is a method which provides the basis for recognizing
component failure modes for components, system pro-
totype tests and failure modes developed from historical
“lessons learned” in design requirements.

FMECA is used to assess the safety of  system
components, and to identify design modifications and
corrective actions needed to mitigate the effects of  a fail-
ure on the system. Also it is used in planning system
maintenance activities, subsystem design, and as a frame-
work for system failure detection and isolation.

The method can be applied at any level of  de-
sign from the overall system level to the lowest compo-
nent or piece-part level depending on the information
available and the needs of  the program. The lower the
level of  the counterfoil at which the analysis takes place,
the more detail is required in the analysis and the more
failure modes should be considered. (Bowles, 1997)

FAULT TREES
One of  the most useful models for the descrip-

tion of  system failures are fault trees. They can achieve
the reliability analysis of  large and complex system using
analytical and statistical methods. It has become a most
useful method, and, with supporting computer software,
an extremely effective tool. 

A fault tree is a model which graphically and log-
ically represents how the various combinations of  basic
events, both failures and normal operations of  compo-

nents, lead to the top-event (failure of  the system-the
root of  the tree). A fault tree is a finite directed graph
without directed circuits. There is only one top-event in
the tree. A fault tree describes the dynamic change of
system states when components fail. The undesired
event (top-event), the probability of  which is to be eval-
uated, represents system failure (Kovalenko).

The advantages are that they can help the analyst
to see failure combinations that would otherwise not
have been noticed and provide a graphic aid to system
managers. They also highlight the important aspects of
the system (according to the particular top event) and
precipitate either qualitative or quantitative analysis. Also,
fault trees allow the analyst to concentrate on one failure
mode at a time and give him/her a good insight into sys-
tem behaviour.

On the other hand fault trees can be tedious and
expensive to construct for complex systems (but not
necessarily more than other techniques of  organizing
the same knowledge), chosen to represent situations so
complicated that oversights and omissions are all too
easy (Evans, 1997). 

Also a major disadvantage of  fault tree analysis
is the inability of  standard fault tree models to capture
sequence dependencies in the system and still allow an
analytic solution. Fault tree is broadly used in FSA as an
efficient tool in risk engineering used to analyze the fre-
quency of  system failure either qualitative by the logi-
cal, structured hierarchy of  failure events or quantitative
by the estimation of  occurrence rate of  top-event (IMO
1997).

FORMAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT
A specific process known as Formal Safety As-

sessment (FSA) which is relevant to the presented
methodologies has been developed and applied to the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) rule mak-
ing process, in order to help the evaluation of  new reg-
ulations or to compare proposed changes with existing
standards. 

The Formal Safety Assessment analyzes an ex-
isting system following a five step approach:
 - Identification of  hazards.
 - Assessment of  risks. 
 - Risk control option.
 - Cost-benefit assessment.
 - Recommendations for decision making

Formal safety assessment (FSA) is a formal,
structured and systematic methodology, aiming at en-
hancing maritime safety, including protection of  life,
property and the marine environment, by using risk and
cost-benefit assessments. FSA based on risk analysis is a
new advanced way of  identifying and evaluating hazards
associated with shipping activities and of  devising cost-
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effective risk control measures.
The modern risk assessment techniques have

been applied on nuclear and offshore industry success-
fully, but the first proposal of  applying the modern risk
assessment techniques to the shipping industry was rec-
ommended by the UK commitment in 1993 to the Mar-
itime Safety Committee of  the IMO. In doing so a lot of
concerns focused on the proactive philosophy of  FSA,
which is expected to provide a means of  enabling po-
tential hazards to be considered before a serious acci-
dent occurs. As the present system of  regulation for the
shipping industry is generally recognized as being pre-
scriptive in nature, the adoption of  FSA for shipping
represents a fundamental cultural change, from an es-
sentially reactive and largely segmental approach to one
which is integrated, proactive, and soundly based upon
the risk evaluation (IMO, 1997). Thus the process of
FSA would be useful for IMO’s future regulation review
activities if  it is applied to the rule-making process.

METHODOLOGIES COMPARISON
FSA has been approached with a number of  dif-

ferent methodologies the properties of  which are pre-
sented in Table 2. Also the relevance of  the FSA
methodology with the UDSO methodology applied in
other fields of  science is presented in order to point out
the significance of  systems’ thinking in problem solv-
ing. The advantages of  Markov Models are clearly seen
thus in this study the specific modelling approach has
been selected. 

Comparing the three methods we conclude that
Markov Models is the most appropriate, based on the
following reasons: 

- The application of  Markov Models, allow the
computation of  performability and availability indica-
tors. We can estimate the cost for every different state
and then choose the one favourable to the company
given the specific circumstances 

- Markov models represent different independ-
ent states. Fault trees should take a top event for every
state and present analytically all the causes which finally
lead to the top event. Therefore the methods of  Fault
Trees, or FMECA become complicated in presenting the
model. 

- Markov models enclose the attribute of  inter-
action between states. The events represented by Fault
Trees – FMECA have causal character.

THE MODEL
Studying the terrorist or pirate activities we con-

cluded that the model presented in Figure 1 (page 7) rep-
resents the states in which a ship can fall in, in the case
of  an attack. We inspired the model from Madan and
Trivedi. (2004). Ship remains in Safe state when it fol-
lows the minimum rules of  safety. These may encapsu-

late the use of  proper equipment or personnel and train-
ing of  the crew. However, the cost of  these measures
may be extremely high compared with the probability
of  an attack. 

We have recorded two kinds of  attacks, piracy
and terrorism. According to White and Wydazewski
(2002) since 1991 piracy attacks increase yearly. There is
approximately one piracy attack per day and two
crew/passenger deaths per month. Since 1980 we have
two incidents of  maritime terrorism; Achille Lauro and
USS Cole (White and Wydazewski, 2002). 

We assume that if  the ship minds the regulation
it remains in Safe state otherwise it gets into a Vulnera-
ble state. The probability for the ship to remain in Safe
state is 1-psafe. If  the ship falls in vulnerable state the
probability is psafe.

If  the Vulnerable state is detected (there is sig-

nificant probability to stay there for a long time) it can
return to the Safe state (on probability 1-pvul), other-
wise it is possible to get in Attack state (on probability

Table 2: Modelling techniques for FSA
Source: Authors
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pvul). 
We consider that there is no transition from Safe

to Attack state because the only eventuality we can imag-
ine is to be attacked by a missile or something relevant.
So based on the attacks from piracy or terrorism acts till
today there is no such probability or it is extremely low.
Usually, there is greater probability to be attacked while
being in Vulnerable state. 

The attackers of  the ship may be terrorists or pi-
rates. In the case of  pirates the states one and two are the
most possible. However, under specific circumstances it
is possible for the pirates to change the seaway of  the
ship and finally sink it. In the case of  terrorists we have
six transition states. These are described below: 

1) State1: No mechanical hazards, possible loss
of  human lives. The attackers are not interested in the
ship. They wish to negotiate the hostages’ lives for
achieving their goal. For this state we sum the probabil-
ity of  attack by terrorists (p1) with the probability of
being attack by pirates (pp1)

2) State2: Significant mechanical hazards but the
ship’s system partly operates. The system can cover its
basic needs but there are reversionary hazards at sub-
systems of  the ship. In the case of  a pirate attack the pi-
rates use to search the ship for money or other precious
objects. If  they reach sensitive areas of  the ship they can
trigger several hazards - even if  they do not intend to -
considering the fact that they may carry guns and ex-
plosives. Though the experience of  attacks till now has
proved that there is small probability for serious hazards
from pirates (pp2). Unlike pirates, terrorists mean to
harm the interests of  companies or countries by harm-
ing the ship or the cargo. 

3) State3: Wide mechanical hazards. The ship
stands severe damage but it can still remain on surface.
We hypothecate that only the pirates can cause damage
of  this extent. The probability for this state is p3  

4) State4: The ship sinks. One of  the worst
states is the destruction of  the ship. The consequences
are severe and non reversionary. There is certain casualty
of  the cargo, probable ecological catastrophe and loss
of  human lives. This can be done by pirates (pp4) but
the most possible event is the terrorism action (p4).
However under the needs of  our model we give some
probability to return in safe state, supposing that we may
draw up the ship and repair it. 

5) State5: The ship is used as a mean to create
catastrophe at another target. One of  the real cases since
USS Cole has been hit by a small boat. The probability
for this state is (p5).

6) State6: The cargo of  the ship spills in the sea
with the intention to create ecological catastrophe. This
state has not happened till now, but it is not unlike to

happen (p6).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In the model we use Px=1..6 as the probability

of  terrorist attack and Ppx=1..3 as probability of  pirate
attack. We will verify it with indicative probabilities and
try to obtain some insight from the transition probabil-
ities and the steady states. The transition matrix illus-
trated in Table 3 shows the transition probabilities from
one state to the other. Each line represents the transi-
tion from the previous to the next state.
Based on the transition probabilities (Table 3, p.7) we
compute the steady states on column one of  Table 4. If
we apply safety measures, which can bound the me-
chanical hazards then the probability to fall in State 2 is
reduced. If  P(2,4) = 2,2E-03 the comparison between
steady states of  additional safety measures and not ap-
plying additional measures is modulated as follows:  

We observe the reduction of  probabilities in
States two, three, four, five and six. Similar situation is
observed with the modifications of  any other state.

CONCLUSIONS
The application of  the FSA facilitates a trans-

parent decision making process and provides a proac-

tive mean enabling the avoidance of  serious accidents
by highlighting potential hazards. 

This paper has studied the FSA process by taking
into account a number of  parameters via the application

Steady states
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of  Markov Chain theory in steps two and three. Markov
theory has been used as it enables the identification of
probabilities for the different states a ship can be under
along with the application of  risk control options. 

Finally the extended use of  Markov theory with
cost models and process modelling is proposed for fur-
ther examination of  the methodology’s reliability. This
will strengthen its use as a benchmark of  regulatory
measures.
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